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A Survey on Graph Representation Learning Methods
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Graph representation learning has been a very active research area in recent years. The goal of graph rep-

resentation learning is to generate graph representation vectors that capture the structure and features of

large graphs accurately. This is especially important because the quality of the graph representation vectors

will affect the performance of these vectors in downstream tasks such as node classification, link prediction

and anomaly detection. Many techniques have been proposed for generating effective graph representation

vectors, which generally fall into two categories: traditional graph embedding methods and graph neural

network (GNN)–based methods. These methods can be applied to both static and dynamic graphs. A static

graph is a single fixed graph, whereas a dynamic graph evolves over time and its nodes and edges can be

added or deleted from the graph. In this survey, we review the graph-embedding methods in both traditional

and GNN-based categories for both static and dynamic graphs and include the recent papers published until

the time of submission. In addition, we summarize a number of limitations of GNNs and the proposed solu-

tions to these limitations. Such a summary has not been provided in previous surveys. Finally, we explore

some open and ongoing research directions for future work.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Graphs are powerful data structures to represent networks that contain entities and relationships
between entities. There are very large networks in different domains, including social networks,
financial transactions, and biological networks. For instance, in social networks, people are the
nodes and their friendships constitute the edges. In financial transactions, the nodes and edges
could be people and their money transactions. In biological networks, nodes are biological entities
such as proteins and genes and edges are the interactions between them. One of the strengths of
a graph data structure is its generality, meaning that the same structure can be used to represent
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different networks. In addition, graphs have strong foundations in mathematics, which could be
leveraged for analyzing and learning from complex networks.
In order to use graphs in different downstream applications, it is important to represent them ef-

fectively. A graph can be simply represented using the adjacency matrix, which is a square matrix
whose elements indicate whether pairs of vertices are adjacent or not in the graph, or using the
extracted features of the graph. However, the dimensionality of the adjacency matrix is often very
high for big graphs, and the feature extraction–based methods are time-consuming and may not
represent all the necessary information in the graphs. Recently, the abundance of data and compu-
tation resources have paved the way for more flexible graph representation methods. Specifically,
graph embedding methods have been very successful in graph representation. These methods
project the graph elements (such as nodes, edges, and subgraphs) to a lower dimensional space
and preserve the properties of graphs. Graph embedding methods1 can be categorized into tradi-
tional graph embedding and graph neural network (GNN)–based graph embedding methods.
Traditional graph embedding methods capture the information in a graph by applying different
techniques, including random walks, factorization methods, and non-GNN–based deep learning.
These methods can be applied to both static and dynamic graphs. A static graph is a single fixed
graph, whereas a dynamic graph evolves over time and its nodes and edges can be added or deleted
from the graph. For example, a molecule can be represented as a static graph, whereas a social net-
work can be represented by a dynamic graph. GNNs are another category of graph embedding
methods that have been proposed recently. In GNNs, node embeddings are obtained by aggre-
gating the embeddings of the node’s neighbors. Early works on GNNs were based on recurrent
neural networks. However, later convolutional GNNs were developed that are based on the convo-
lution operation. In addition, there are spatial-temporal GNNs and dynamic GNNs that leverage
the strengths of GNNs in evolving networks.
In this survey, we conduct a review of both traditional and GNN-based graph embedding meth-

ods in static and dynamic settings. To the best of our knowledge, there are several other surveys
and books on graph representation learning. The surveys in [9, 29, 38, 90, 100, 101, 151, 181, 201,
295, 306, 341, 357, 369, 370] mainly cover the graph embedding methods for static graphs and their
coverage of dynamic graph embedding methods is limited, if any. Inversely, [14, 136, 252, 298]
surveys mainly focus on dynamic graph embedding methods. [84, 293] review both the static and
dynamic graph embedding methods but they focus on GNN-based methods. The distinctions be-
tween our survey and others are as follows:

(1) We put together the graph embedding methods in both traditional and GNN-based cate-
gories for both static and dynamic graphs and include over 300 papers published in reputable
venues in datamining, machine learning, and artificial intelligence 2 since 2017 until the time
of this submission, as well as influential papers with high citations published before 2017.

(2) We summarize a number of limitations of GNN-basedmethods and the proposed solutions to
these limitations until the time of submission. These limitations are expressive power, over-
smoothing, scalability, over-squashing, capturing long-range dependencies, design space,
neglecting substructures, homophily assumptions, and catastrophic forgetting. Such a sum-
mary was not provided in previous surveys.

(3) We provide a list of the real-world applications of GNN-based methods that are deployed in
production.

1The methods covered in the survey do not consider or distinguish the types of nodes and/or edges. There are other surveys

that take into account the heterogeneity of graph structure [278, 309].
2The venues include KDD, ICLR, ICML, NeurIPS, AAAI, IJCAI, ICDM, WWW, WSDM, DSAA, SDM, and CIKM.
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(4) We suggest a list of future research directions, including new ones that are not covered by
previous surveys.

The organization of the survey is as follows. In Section 2, we provide basic background on graphs.
In Section 3, the traditional node embedding methods for static and dynamic graphs are reviewed.
In Section 4, we survey static, spatial-temporal and dynamic GNN-based graph embedding meth-
ods and their real-world applications, limitations, and implementation libraries. In Section 5, we
provide a list of some common datasets used for evaluating graph embeddingmethods. In Section 6,
we describe some embedding methods that are specially designed for heterogeneous graphs, bipar-
tite graphs, and hypergraphs, which were not covered in the earlier sections. Finally, in Section 7,
we discuss the ongoing and future research directions in the graph representation learning area.

2 GRAPHS

Graphs are powerful tools for representing entities and relationships between them. Graphs have
applications in many domains, including social networks, E-commerce, and citation networks. In
social networks such as Facebook, nodes in the graph are the people and the edges represent the
friendship between them. In E-commerce, the Amazon network is a good example, in which users
and items are the nodes and the buying or selling relationships are the edges.

Definition 1. Formally, a graph G is defined as a tuple G = (V ,E), where V = {v0,v1, . . . ,vn } is
the set of n nodes/vertices and E = {e0, e1, . . . , em } ⊆ V ×V is the set ofm edges/links ofG, where
an edge connects two vertices.

A graph can be directed or undirected. In a directed graph, an edge ek = (vi ,vj ) has a direction
with vi being the starting vertex and vj the ending vertex. Graphs can be represented by their
adjacency, degree, and Laplacian matrices, which are defined as follows:

Definition 2. The adjacency matrix A of a graph G with n vertices is an n × n matrix, where
an element ai j in the matrix equals to 1 if there is an edge between node pair vi and vj and is
0 otherwise. An adjacency matrix can be weighted in which the value of an element represents the
weight (such as importance) of the edge it represents.

Definition 3. The degree matrixD of a graphG with n vertices is an n×n diagonal matrix, where
an element dii is the degree of nodevi for i = {1, . . . ,n} and all other di j = 0. In undirected graphs,
where edges have no direction, the degree of a node refers to the number of edges attached to that
node. For directed graphs, the degree of a node can be the number of incoming or outgoing edges
of that node, resulting in an in-degree or out-degree matrix, respectively.

Definition 4. The Laplacian matrix L of a graph G with n vertices is an n × n matrix, defined as
L = D −A, where D and A are G’s degree and adjacency matrix, respectively.

2.1 Graph Embedding

In order to use graphs in downstream machine learning and data mining applications, graphs and
their entities, such as nodes and edges, need to be represented using numerical features. One way
to represent a graph is its adjacency matrix. However, an adjacency matrix is memory-consuming
for representing very large graphs because its size is |V | × |V |. We can represent a graph and its ele-
ments using their features. Specifically, a node in the graph can be representedwith a set of features
that could help the performance of the representation in a particular application. For example, in
an anomaly detection application, the nodes with the densest neighborhood have the potential to
be anomalous. Therefore, if we include the in-degree and out-degree of nodes in the node represen-
tation, we can more likely detect the anomalous nodes with high accuracy because the anomalous
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Fig. 1. The graph on the left-hand side consists of 6 nodes {a,b, c,d, e, i} and 8 edges. Graph embeddingmeth-

ods map each node of the graph into an embedding vector with dimension d . For demonstration purposes,

the node a is embedded into an embedding vector za of dimension 4 with given values.

nodes often have larger degrees. However, it could be hard to find features that are important
in different applications and can also represent the entire structure of the graph. In addition, it
is time-consuming to extract these features manually. Therefore, the graph embedding methods
have been proposed, which study the issue of automatically generating representation vectors for
the graphs. These methods formulate the graph representation learning as a machine learning task
and generate embedding vectors leveraging the structure and properties of the graph as input data.
Graph embedding techniques include node, edge, and subgraph embedding techniques, which are
defined as follows.

Definition 5. (Node embedding). Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, where V and E are the set of nodes
and the set of edges of the graph, respectively. Node embedding learns a mapping function f :
vi → Rd that encodes each graph’s node vi into a low-dimensional vector of dimension d such
that d << |V | and the similarities between nodes in the graph are preserved in the embedding
space.

Figure 1 shows a sample graph and that an embedding method maps node a in the graph to a
vector of dimension 4.

Definition 6. (Edge embedding). Let G = (V ,E) be a graph, where V and E are the set of nodes
and the set of edges of the graph, respectively. Edge embedding converts each edge of G into a
low-dimensional vector of dimension d such that d << |V | and the similarities between edges in
the graph are preserved in the embedding space.

While edge embeddings can be learned directly from graphs, most commonly they are derived
from node embeddings. For example, let (vi ,vj ) ∈ E be an edge between two nodes vi and vj in
a graph G and let zi , zj be the embedding vectors for nodes vi ,vj . An embedding vector for the
edge (vi ,vj ) can be obtained by applying a binary operation such as hadamard product, mean,
weighted-L1 and weighted-L2 on the two node embedding vectors zi and zj [93].

Definition 7. (Subgraph embedding). LetG = (V ,E) be a graph. Subgraph embedding techniques
in machine learning convert a subgraph of G into a low-dimensional vector of dimension d such
that d << |V | and the similarities between subgraphs are preserved in the embedding space.

A subgraph embedding vector is usually created by aggregating the embeddings of the nodes
in the subgraph using aggregators such as a mean operator.
As node embeddings are the building blocks for edge and subgraph embeddings, almost all the

graph embedding techniques developed so far are node embedding techniques. Thus, the embed-
ding techniques we describe in this survey are mostly node embedding techniques unless other-
wise stated.
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2.2 Graph Embedding Applications

The generated embedding vectors can be utilized in different applications, including node classifi-
cation, link prediction, and graph classification. Here, we explain some of these applications.
Node Classification. The node classification task assigns a label to the nodes in the test dataset.

This task has many applications in different domains. For instance, in social networks, a person’s
political affiliation can be predicted based on the person’s friends in the network. In node classi-
fication, each instance in the training dataset is the node embedding vector and the label of the
instance is the node label. Different regular classification methods such as Logistic Regression and
Random Forests can be trained on the training dataset and generate the node classification scores
for the test data. Similarly, graph classification can be performed using graph embedding vectors.
Link Prediction. Link prediction is one of the important applications of node embedding meth-

ods. It predicts the likelihood of an edge formation between two nodes. Examples of this task
include recommending friends in social networks [255] and finding biological connections in bi-
ological networks [1, 53]. For instance, the methods in [1] predict the links between a drug and
a target, which could be a disease, a gene, or other drugs in the drug–target interaction network.
Link prediction can be formulated as a classification task that assigns a label for edges. Edge label
1 means that an edge is likely to be created between two nodes and the label is 0 otherwise. For
the training step, a sample training set is generated using positive and negative samples. Positive
samples are the edges the exist in the graph. Negative samples are the edges that do not exist and
their representation vector can be generated using the node vectors. Similar to node classification,
any classification method can be trained on the training set and predict the edge label for test edge
instances.
Anomaly Detection. Anomaly detection is another application of node embedding methods.

The goal of anomaly detection is to detect the nodes, edges, or graphs that are anomalous and
the time that the anomaly occurs. Anomalous nodes or graphs deviate from normal behavior. For
instance, in banks’ transaction networks, people who suddenly send or receive large amounts of
money or create lots of connections with other people could be potential anomalous nodes. An
anomaly detection task can be formulated as a classification task such that each instance in the
dataset is the node representation and the instance label is 0 if the node is normal and 1 if the
node is anomalous. This formulation necessitates having a dataset with true node labels. One of
the issues in anomaly detection is the lack of datasets with true labels. Mitigation offered for this is-
sue in the literature is generating synthetic datasets thatmodel the behaviors of real-world datasets.
Another way to formulate the anomaly detection problem, especially in dynamic graphs, is view-
ing the problem as a change-detection task. In order to detect the changes in the graph, one way is
to compute the distance between the graph representation vectors at consecutive times. The time
points that the value of this difference is far from the previous normal values, a potential anomaly
has occurred [91].

Graph Clustering. In addition to classification tasks, graph embeddings can be used in clus-
tering tasks. This task can be useful in domains such as social networks for detecting communi-
ties [148, 154] and biological networks to identify similar groups of proteins [19, 335]. Groups of
similar graphs/node/edges can be detected by applying clustering methods such as the K-means
method [203] on the graph/node/edge embedding vectors.
Visualization. One of the applications of node embedding methods is graph visualization be-

cause node embedding methods map nodes in lower dimensions and the nodes, edges, communi-
ties, and different properties of graphs can be seen better in the embedding space. Therefore, graph
visualization is very helpful for the research community to gain insight into graph data, especially
very large graphs that are hard to visualize.
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Fig. 2. Categories of graph representation learning methods for non-heterogeneity-aware graphs.

3 TRADITIONAL GRAPH EMBEDDING

The first category of graph embedding methods are traditional graph embedding methods. These
methods map the nodes into the lower dimensions using different approaches, such as random
walks, factorization methods, and temporal point processes. We review these methods in static and
dynamic settings in this section. Figure 2 shows the categories of static and dynamic traditional
embedding methods. The upper part of Table 1 lists all the methods that we survey in this category.

3.1 Traditional Static Graph Embedding

The traditional static graph embedding methods have been developed for static graphs. The static
graphs do not change over time and have a fixed set of nodes and edges. Graph embedding meth-
ods preserve different properties of nodes and edges in graphs, such as node proximities. Here,
we define first-order and second-order proximities. Higher orders of proximities can be similarly
defined.

Definition 8. (First-order proximity). Nodes that are connected with an edge have first-order
proximity. Edge weights are the first-order proximity measures between nodes. Higher weights
for edges show more similarity between two nodes connected by the edges.

Definition 9. (Second-order proximity). The second-order proximity between two nodes is the
similarity between their neighborhood structures. Nodes sharing more neighbors are assumed to
be more similar.

The traditional static graph embedding methods can be put into three categories: factorization-
based, random walk–based and non-GNN–based deep learningmethods [90, 101]. Below, we review
these methods and the techniques they use.

3.1.1 Factorization based. Matrix factorization methods are the early works in graph represen-
tation learning. These methods can be summarized in two steps [308]. In the first step, a proximity-
based matrix is constructed for the graph where each element of the matrix denoted as Pi j is a
proximity measure between two nodes i, j. Then, a dimension reduction technique is applied in
the matrix to generate the node embeddings in the second step. In the Graph Factorization al-
gorithm [3], the adjacency matrix is used as the proximity measure and the general form of the
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Table 1. Graph Embedding Methods in Both Traditional and GNN-Based Categories

Type Graph Methods

Trad Static Node2vec [93], Deepwalk [232], Graph Factorization [3], GraRep [30],
HOPE [222], STRAP [322], HARP [39], LINE [260], SDNE [269], DNGR [31],
VGAE [141], AWE [127], PRUNE [147], E[D] [2], ULGE [216], APP [366],
CDE [163], GNE [67], DNE [250], DANE [81], RandNE [354], SANE [271],
BANE [311], LANE [123], VERSE [264], ANECP [120], NOBE [130], AANE [122],
Reinforce2vec [297], REFINE [375], M-NMF [279], struct2vec [238], SNEQ [106],
PAWINE [284], FastRP [40], SNS [197], InfiniteWalk [34], EFD [35], NetMF [234],
Lemane [353], AROPE [356], NetSMF [233], SPLITTER [73], Ddgk [5],
GVNR [26], LouvainNE [21], HONE [242], CAN [208], Methods in [124, 180, 308]

Dynamic CTDNE [215], DynNode2vec [204], LSTM-Node2vec [139], EvoNRL [109],
DynGEM [91], Dyn-VGAE [205], DynGraph2vec [89], HTNE [383],
DynamicTriad [373], DyRep [263], MTNE [117], DNE [69], Toffee [198],
HNIP [235], tdGraphEmbed [17], DRLAN [185], TIMERS [355], M2DNE [191],
DANE [153], TVRC [249], tNodeEmbed [251], NetWalk [333],
DynamicNet [377], Method in [318]

GNN Static RecGNN [246], GGNN [165], IGNN [94], Spectral Network [28], GCN [142],
GraphSAGE [99], DGN [16], ElasticGNN [179], SGC [290], GAT [266],
MAGNA [270], MPNN [86], GN block [15], GNN-FiLM [27], GRNF [336],
EGNN [245], BGNN [374], MuchGNN [372], TinyGNN [307], GIN [303],
RP-GNN [213], k-GNN [212], PPGN [206], Ring-GNN [50], F-GNN [10],
DEGNN [157], GNNML [12], rGIN [244], DropGNN [225], PEG [272],
GraphSNN [288], NGNN [346], ID-GNN [326], CLIP [60], APPNP [143],
JKNET [304], GCN-PN [361], DropEdge [240], DGN-GNN [371], GRAND [77],
GCNII [46], GDC [103], PDE-GCN [72], SHADOW-SAGE [337],
ClusterGCN [51], FastGCN [43], LADIES [382], GraphSAINT [338],
VR-GCN [44], GBP [45], RevGNN [152], VQ-GNN [63], BNS [317], GLT [47],
H2GCN [378], GPR-GNN [52], WRGNN [259], DMP [312], CPGNN [376],
U-GCN [134], NLGNN [177], GPNN [314], HOG-GCN [277], Polar-GNN [76],
GBK-GNN [68], Geom-GCN [228], GSN [24], MPSN [22], GraphSTONE [188],
DeepLPR [49], GSKN [189], SUBGNN [8], DIFFPOOL [324], PATCHY-SAN [217],
SEAL [344], DGCNN [345], AGCN [160], DGCN [381], CFANE [224],
AdaGNN [66], MCN [149], Method in [159]

Spatial-
temporal

GCRN [248], Graph WaveNet [294], SFTGNN [156], CoST-Net [319],
DSTN [223], LightNet [83], DSAN [169], H-STGCN [55], DMSTGCN [102],
PredRNN [283], Conv-TT-LSTM [256], ST-ResNet [343], STDN [316],
ASTGCN [97], DGCNN [62], DeepETA [291], SA-ConvLSTM [171],
STSGCN [253], FC-GAGA [221], ST-GDN [352], HST-LSTM [145], STGCN [329],
PCR [310], GSTNet [74], STAR [299], ST-GRU [172], Tssrgcn [48], Test-GCN [6],
ASTCN [347], STP-UDGAT [168], STAG-GCN [190], ST-GRAT [227],
ST-CGA [351], STC-GNN [287], STEF-Net [166], FGST [321], PDSTN [209],
STAN [194], GraphSleepNet [129], DCRNN [164], CausalGNN [274],
SLCNN [348], MRes-RGNN [36], Method in [281]

Dynamic DyGNN [199], EvolveGCN [226], TGAT [300], CAW-N [282], DySAT [243],
EHNA [119], TGN [241], MTSN [184], SDG [79], VGRNN [98], MNCI [176],
FeatureNorm [313]

Trad and GNN stand for Traditional and GNN-based graph embedding.
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optimization function is as follows:

min
zi ,zj

∑
vi ,vj ∈V

���zTi zj − ai j ���, (1)

where zi and zj are the node representation vectors for node vi and vj and ai j is the element
in the adjacency matrix corresponding to nodes vi and vj . In GraRep [30] and HOPE [222],
the value of ai j is replaced with other measures of similarity, including higher orders of ad-
jacency matrix, Katz index [135], Rooted page rank [254], and the number of common neigh-
bors. STRAP [322] employs the personalized page rank as the proximity measure and approxi-
mates the pairwise proximity measures between nodes to lower the computation cost. In [308], a
network embedding update algorithm is introduced to approximately compute the higher-order
proximities between node pairs. In [353], it is suggested that using the same proximity matrix
for learning node representations may limit the representation power of the matrix factoriza-
tion–based methods. Therefore, it generates node representations in a framework that learns the
proximity measures and SVD decomposition parameters in an end-to-end fashion. Methods in
[26, 73, 120, 122, 123, 130, 147, 163, 180, 216, 233, 234, 242, 250, 279, 308, 311, 353, 354, 356, 375] are
other examples of factorization-based methods.

3.1.2 Random Walk based. Random walk–based methods have attracted a lot of attention be-
cause of their success in graph representation. The main concept that these methods utilize
is generating random walks for each node in the graph to capture the structure of the graph
and output similar node embedding vectors for nodes that occur in the same random walks.
Using co-occurrence in a random walk as a measure of similarity of nodes is more flexible
than fixed proximity measures in earlier works and showed promising performance in different
applications.

Definition 10. (Random walk). In a graph G = (V ,E), a random walk is a sequence of nodes
v0,v1, . . . ,vk that starts from node v0. (vi ,vi+1) ∈ E and k + 1 is the length of the walk. The next
node in the sequence is selected based on a probabilistic distribution.

DeepWalk [232] and Node2vec [93] are based on the Word2vec embedding method [211] in
natural language processing (NLP). Word2vec is based on the observation that words that co-
occur in the same sentence many times have a similar meaning. Node2vec and DeepWalk extend
this assumption for graphs by considering that nodes that co-occur in random walks are similar.
Therefore, these methods generate similar node embedding vectors for neighbor nodes. The al-
gorithm of these two methods consists of two parts. In the first part, a set of random walks are
generated, and in the second part, the random walks are used in the training of a SkipGram model
to generate the embedding vectors. The difference between DeepWalk and Node2vec is in the way
that they generate random walks. DeepWalk selects the next node in the random walk uniformly
from the neighbor nodes of the previous node. Node2vec applies a more effective approach to gen-
erating random walks. In this section, we first explain the Node2vec random walk generation and
then the SkipGram.

(1) Random Walk Generation. Assume that we want to generate a random walk v0,v1, . . . ,vk ,
wherevi ∈ V . Given that the edge (vi−1,vi ) is already passed, the next nodevi+1 in the walk
is selected based on the following probability:

P (vi+1 |vi ) =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
αvivi+1

Z
if (vi+1,vi ) ∈ E

0 otherwise
, (2)
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where Z is a normalization factor and αvivi+1 is defined as

αvivi+1 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
1/p if dvi−1vi+1 = 0

1 if dvi−1vi+1 = 1

1/q if dvi−1vi+1 = 2

, (3)

where dvi−1vi+1 is the length of the shortest path between nodes vi−1 and vi+1 and takes
values from {0, 1, 2}. The parameters p and q guide the direction of the random walk and can
be set by the user. A large value for parameter p encourages global exploration of the graph
and avoids returning to the nodes that are already visited. A large value for q, on the other
hand, biases the walk toward local exploration. With the use of these parameters, Node2vec
creates a randomwalk that is a combination of breadth-first search (BFS) and depth-first
search (DFS).

(2) SkipGram. After generating random walks, the walks are input to a SkipGram model to
generate the node embeddings. SkipGram learns a language model, which maximizes the
probability of sequences of words that exist in the training corpus. The objective function
of SkipGram for node representation is

max
Φ

∑
vi ∈V

log P (N (vi ) |Φ(vi )), (4)

where N (vi ) is the set of neighbors of node vi generated from the random walks. Assuming
independency among the neighbor nodes, we have that

P (N (vi ) |Φ(vi )) =
∏

vk ∈N (vi )

P (Φ(vk ) |Φ(vi )). (5)

The conditional probability of P (Φ(vk ) |Φ(vi )) is modeled using a softmax function:

P (Φ(vk ) |Φ(vi )) = exp(Φ(vk )Φ(vi ))∑
vj ∈V exp(Φ(vj )Φ(vi ))

. (6)

The softmax function nominator is the dot product of the node representation vectors. Since
the dot product between two vectors measures their similarity, by maximizing the softmax
function for neighbor nodes, the generated node representations for neighbor nodes tend
to be similar. Computing the denominator of the conditional probability is time-consuming
between the target node and all the nodes in the graph. Therefore, DeepWalk and Node2vec
approximate it using hierarchical softmax and negative sampling, respectively.

In HARP [39], a graph-coarsening algorithm is introduced that generates a hierarchy of smaller
graphs as G0,G1, . . . ,GL such that G0 = G. Starting from the GL , which is the smallest graph, the
node embeddings that are generated forGi are used as initial values for nodes inGi−1. This method
avoids getting stuck in the local minimum for DeepWalk and Node2vec because it initializes the
node embeddings with better values in the training process. The embedding at each step can be
created using DeepWalk [232] and Node2vec [93] methods. LINE [260] is not based on random
walks. However, because it is computationally related to DeepWalk and Node2vec, its results are
usually compared with them. LINE generates node embeddings that preserve the first-order and
second-order proximities in the graph using a loss function that consists of two parts. In the first
part, L1, it minimizes the reverse of the dot product between connected nodes. In the second part,
L2, for preserving the second-order proximity, it assumes that nodes that have many connections
in common are similar. LINE trains two models that minimize L1 and L2 separately; then, the
embedding of a node is the concatenation of its embeddings from two models. Methods in [21, 34,
35, 124, 127, 197, 238, 271, 284, 297, 366] are some other variants of random walk–based methods.
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3.1.3 Non-GNN-based Deep Learning. SDNE [269] is based on an autoencoder that tries to re-
construct the adjacency matrix of a graph and captures nodes’ first-order and second-order prox-
imities. To that end, SDNE jointly optimizes a loss function that consists of two parts. The first
part preserves the second-order proximity of the nodes and minimizes the following loss function:

L1 =
∑
vi ∈V

��(xi − x ′i ) � bi ��, (7)

where xi is the row corresponding to node vi in the graph adjacency matrix and x ′i is the recon-
struction of xi . bi is a vector consisting of bi js for j from 1 to n (the number of nodes in the graph).
If ai j = 0,bi j = 1; otherwise, bi j = β > 1. ai j is the element corresponding to nodes vi and vj
in the adjacency matrix. Using bi , SDNE assigns more penalty for the error in the reconstruction
of the non-zero elements in the adjacency matrix to avoid reconstructing only zero elements in
sparse graphs. The second part captures the first-order similarity and optimizes L2:

L2 =
∑

(vi ,vj )∈E
ai j |(zi − zj ) |, (8)

where zi and zj are the embedding vectors for nodes vi and vj , respectively. In this way, a higher
penalty is assigned if the difference between the embedding vectors of two nodes connected by
an edge is higher, resulting in similar embedding vectors for nodes connecting with an edge. This
loss is based on ideas from Laplacian Eigenmaps [18]. SDNE jointly optimizes L1 and L2 to gener-
ate the node embedding vectors. The embedding method DNGR [31] is also very similar to SDNE
with the difference that DNGR uses pointwise mutual information of two nodes co-occurring in
random walks instead of the adjacency matrix values. VGAE [141] is a variant of variational au-
toencoders [140] on graph data. The variational graph encoder encodes the observed graph data,
including the adjacency matrix and node attributes into low-dimensional latent variables.

q(Z |A,X ) =
N∏
i=1

q(zi |A,X ),

with q(zi |A,X ) = N
(
zi |μi ,diaд

(
σ 2
i

))
where zi is the embedding vector for nodevi , μi is amean vector andσi is the log standard deviation
vector of nodevi .A andX are the adjacency matrix and attribute matrix of the graph, respectively.
The variational graph decoder decodes the latent variables into the distribution of the observed
graph data as follows:

p (A|Z ) =
N∏
i=1

N∏
j=1

p (ai, j |zi , zj ),

with p (ai, j = 1|zi , zj ) = siдmoid
(
zTi , zj

)
.

The model generates embedding vectors that minimize the distance between the p and q prob-
ability distributions using the KL-divergence measure, SGD, and reparametrization trick. Other
works in [2, 5, 40, 67, 81, 106, 208, 264] also learn node embeddings using non-GNN-based deep
learning models.

3.2 Traditional Dynamic Graph Embedding

Most real-world graphs are dynamic and evolve, with nodes and edges added and deleted from
them. Dynamic graphs are represented in two ways in the dynamic graph embedding studies:
discrete-time and continuous-time.
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Definition 11. (Discrete-time dynamic graphs). In discrete-time dynamic graph modeling, dy-
namic graphs are considered a sequence of graphs’ snapshots at consecutive time points. Formally,
dynamic graphs are represented as G = G0,G1, . . . ,GT , in which Gi is a snapshot of the graph G
at timestamp i . The dynamic graph is divided into graph snapshots using time granularity such as
hours, days, months, and years depending on the dataset and applications.

Definition 12. (Continuous-time dynamic graphs). In continuous-time dynamic graph modeling,
the time is continuous and the dynamic graph can be represented as a sequence of edges over time.
The dynamic graph can also be modeled as a sequence of events in which events are the changes
in the dynamic graphs, such as adding/deleting edges/nodes.

Definition 13. (Dynamic graph embedding). We can use either the discrete-time or the
continuous-time approach for representing a dynamic graph. Let Gt = (Vt ,Et ) be the graph at
time t , with Vt ,Et as the nodes and edges of the graph. Dynamic graph embedding methods map
nodes in the graph to a lower-dimensional space d such that d << |V |.

The naïve way to generate dynamic graph embeddings is to apply static graph embedding
methods on dynamic graphs. Static methods can be applied to discrete-time and continuous-time
dynamic graphs, but the generated embeddings may not fully represent dynamic graphs. In
discrete-time graphs, a static graph embedding method can be applied to each graph snapshot
separately. However, the generated embeddings at different snapshots are at different embedding
spaces. Therefore, the embeddings generated at different time points are not comparable and the
embeddings do not capture the evolution of the graph over time. Similarly, in the continuous-time
dynamic graphs, the static graph embeddingmethods do not consider the order inwhich each inter-
action occurs and lose the time information. In addition, static methods must be rerun from scratch
to learn the new embedding with the arrival of new interactions, which is very time-consuming.
Due to these issues, different dynamic graph embedding methods have been proposed for dynamic
graph representation learning. Here, we provide an overview of the dynamic embedding methods
and put these methods into four categories: Aggregation based, Random walk based, Non-GNN
based deep learning and Temporal point process based [14, 136].

3.2.1 Aggregation based. Aggregation-based dynamic graph embeddingmethods aggregate the
dynamic information of graphs to generate embeddings for dynamic graphs. These methods can
fall into two groups:
(1) Aggregating the temporal features. In these methods, the evolution of the graph is simply

collapsed into a single graph and the static graph embedding methods are applied on the single
graph to generate the embeddings. For example, the aggregation of the graph over time could be
the sum of the adjacency matrices for discrete-time dynamic graphs [167] or the weighted sum,
which gives more weights to recent graphs [249]. One drawback of these methods is that they lose
the time information of graphs that reveals the dynamics of graphs over time. For instance, there
is no information about when any edge was created. Factorization-based models can also fit into
the aggregation-based category. The reason is that factorization-based models save the sequence
of graphs over time in a three-dimensional tensor ∈ R |V |× |V |×T (T is a time dimension) and then
apply factorization on this tensor to generate the dynamic graph embeddings [70, 153, 185, 355].

(2) Aggregating the static embeddings. These aggregation methods first apply static embedding
methods on each graph snapshot in the dynamic graph sequence. Then, these embeddings are
aggregated into a single embedding matrix for all the nodes in the graph. These methods usually
aggregate the node embeddings by considering a decay factor that assigns a lower weight to older
graphs [318, 377]. In another type of these methods, the sequence of graphs from time 0 to t − 1
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are fit into a time-series model such as ARIMA, which predicts the embedding of the next graph
at time t + 1 [54].

3.2.2 Random Walk based. Random walk–based approaches extend the concept of random
walks in the static graphs for dynamic graphs. Random walks in dynamic graphs capture the
time dependencies between graphs over time in addition to the topological structure of each
of the graph snapshots. Depending on the definition of random walks, different methods include
the temporal information of the graphs differently. CTDNE [215] defines a temporal walk to cap-
ture time dependencies between nodes in dynamic graphs. CTDNE considers a continuous-time
dynamic graph such as graphG = (V ,ET ,T ),whereV ,ET ,T are nodes and edges of the graph and
time T : E → R+. Each edge e in this graph is represented by a tuple (u,v, t ), where u,v are the
nodes connected by the edge and t is the time of occurrence of that edge.

Definition 14. (Temporal walk). A temporal walk is a sequence of nodes v0,v1, . . . ,vk such that
(vi ,vi+1) ∈ ET and t (vi−1,vi ) ≤ t (vi ,vi+1 ) .

An important concept in CTDNE is that time is respected in selecting the next edge in a temporal
walk. In order to generate these temporal walks, first a time and a particular edge in that time,
e = (u,v, te ), is selected based on one of three probability distributions: uniform, exponential, and
linear. The uniform probability for an edge e is p (e ) = 1/|ET |. The exponential probability is

p (e ) =
exp (te − tmin )∑

e ′ ∈ET exp (t
′
e − tmin )

, (9)

where tmin is theminimum time of an edge in the graph. Using exponential probability distribution,
edges that appear at a later time aremore likely to be selected. After selecting e = (u,v, te ), the next
node in the temporal walk is selected from the neighbors of node v in time te + k , where k > 0
again using one of the uniform, exponential, or linear probability distributions. The generated
temporal walks are then input to a SkipGram model and the temporal node representation vectors
are generated.
DynNode2vec [204] is a dynamic version of Node2vec [93]. It uses a discrete-time approach for

dynamic graph representation learning. This method represents the dynamic graph as a sequence
of graph snapshots over time as G0,G1, . . . ,GT . The embedding for the graph at time 0, G0, is
computed by applying Node2vec on G0. Then, for next time points, the SkipGram model of Gt+1

is initialized using node representations fromGt for nodes that are common between consecutive
time points. New nodes will be initialized randomly. In addition, DynNode2vec does not generate
random walks at each timestep i from scratch. Instead, it uses random walks from the previous
time i−1 and only updates the ones that need to be updated. This method has two advantages. First,
it saves time because it does not generate all the walks in each step. Second, since the SkipGram
model at time t is initialized with weights from time t −1, embedding vectors of consecutive times
are in the same embedding space, embedding vectors of nodes change smoothly over time. and
the model converges faster. LSTM-Node2vec [139] captures both the static structure and evolv-
ing patterns in graphs using a long short-term memory (LSTM) autoencoder and a Node2vec
model. The dynamic graph is represented as a sequence of snapshots over time as G0,G1, . . . ,GT .
For each graphGi at time ti , first, a set of temporal walks is generated for each node in the graph.
Each temporal random walk of a node v is represented as w0,w1, . . . ,wL of length L, where w j is
a neighbor of the node v at time tj in graph G j and tj < tj+1. These temporal walks demonstrate
changes in the neighborhood structure of the node before time ti . EvoNRL [109] focuses on main-
taining a set of valid random walks for the graph at each time point so that the generated node
embeddings using these random walks stay accurate. To that end, EvoNRL updates the existing
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random walks from previous time points instead of generating random walks from scratch. Specif-
ically, it considers four cases of edge addition, edge deletion, node addition and node deletion for
evolving graphs and updates the affected random walks accordingly. For instance, in the edge ad-
dition case, EvoNRL finds random walks containing the nodes that are connected by the updated
link and updates those walks. However, updating random walks is time-consuming, especially for
large graphs. Therefore, EvoNRL proposed an indexing mechanism for fast retrieval of random
walks. Other examples of this category include [17, 69, 198, 333].

3.2.3 Non-GNN-based Deep Learning. This type of dynamic graph embedding method uses
deep learning models such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and autoencoders. Dyn-
GEM [91] is based on the static deep learning–based graph embedding method SDNE [269]. Let
the dynamic graph be a sequence of graph snapshotsG0,G1, . . . ,Gt . The embeddings for graphG0

are computed using a SDNE model. The embedding of Gi is obtained by running an SDNE model
onGi that is initialized with the embeddings fromGi−1. This initialization leads to generating node
embeddings at consecutive time points that are in the same embedding space and can reflect the
changes in the graph at consecutive times accurately. As the size of the graph can change over
time, DynGEM uses Net2WiderNet and Net2DeeperNet to account for bigger graphs [37]. Dyn-
VGAE [205] is a dynamic version of VGAE [141]. The input to dyn-VGAE is the dynamic graph
as a sequence of graph snapshots,G0,G1, . . . ,GT . At each time point, the embedding of the graph
snapshot Gi is obtained using VGAE. However, the loss of the model at time t has two parts. The
first part is related to VGAE loss and the second loss is a KL divergence measure that minimizes
the difference between two distributions as follows:

Lts = KL[qt (Zt |Xt ,At ) | |N (Zt−1,σ 2)], (10)

where qt (Zt |Xt ,At ) is the distribution of latent vectors at time t and N (Zt−1,σ 2) is a normal dis-
tribution with mean Zt−1 and standard deviation σ . This loss places the current latent vectors
Zt near latent vectors of previous time point Zt−1. The loss function of all the models for the
graph at time 0 to T are jointly trained. Therefore, the generated representation vectors preserve
both the structure of the graph at each time point and evolutionary patterns obtained from previ-
ous time points. Dyngraph2vec [89] generates embeddings at time t using an autoencoder. This
method inputs adjacency matrices of previous timesA0,A1, . . . ,At−1 to the encoder and using the
decoder reconstructs the input and generates the embeddings at time t . Dyngraph2vec proposes
several variants using a fully connected model or an RNN/LSTMmodel for the encoder and the de-
coder: dyngraph2vecAE, dyngraph2vecAERNN and dyngraph2vecRNN. Dyngraph2vecAE uses an
autoencoder, dyngraph2vecAERNN is based on an LSTM autoencoder, and dyngraph2vecAERNN
has an LSTM enocoder and a fully connected decoder. Other examples of non-GNN-based deep
learning methods include [235, 251].

3.2.4 Temporal Point Process Based. This class of the dynamic graph embedding methods as-
sumes that the interaction between nodes for creating the graph structure is a stochastic process
and models it using temporal point processes. HTNE [383] generates embeddings for dynamic
graphs by modeling the neighborhood formation of nodes as a Hawkes process. In a Hawkes pro-
cess modeling, the occurrence of an event at time t is influenced by events that occur before time
t and a conditional intensity function characterizes this concept. Let G = (V ,E,A) be the tem-
poral network, where V ,E,A are the nodes, edges, and events. Each edge (vi ,vj ) in this graph is
associated with a set of events ai j = {a1 → a2 → . . .} ⊂ A, where each ai is an event at time i .

Definition 15. (Neighborhood Formation Sequence). A neighborhood formation sequence for a
node vi is a series of neighborhood arrival events {vi : (u0, t0) → (u1, t1) . . . → (uk , tk )}, where ui
is a neighbor of vi that occurs at time ti .
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HTNE models the neighborhood formation for a node v using the neighborhood formation
sequence Hv . The probability that an edge forms between node v and a target neighbor u at time
t is represented using the following formula:

p (u |v,Hv ) =
λu |v (t )∑
u′ λu′ |v (t )

, (11)

where λy |x (t ) is defined as

λu |v (t ) = exp ��	μu,v +
∑
h,u

αh,uκ (t − th )
��. (12)

λu |v (t ) is the conditional intensity function of a Hawkes process, which is the arrival rate of tar-
get neighbor u for node v at time t given the previous neighborhood formation sequence. μu,v is
a base rate of edge formation between u,v and it is equal to |zu − zv |. h is a historical neighbor of
the node v in the neighborhood formation sequence in a time before t . αh,u is the degree that the
historical neighbor h is important for u and it equals |zh − zu |. κ (t − th ) is a decay factor to con-
trol the intensity of influence of a historical node on u. HTNE generates embedding vectors that
maximize the

∑
v ∈V
∑
u ∈Hv

p (u |v,Hv ) for all the nodes using SGD and negative sampling to deal
with a large number of computations in the denominator of the probability function. DyRep [263]
captures the dynamic of graphs using two temporal point process models. DyRep argues that in
the evolution of a graph, two types of events occur: communication and association. Communica-
tion events are related to node interactions and association events are the topological evolution
and these events occur at different rates. For instance, in a social network, a communication event
such as liking a post from someone happens much more frequently than an association event such
as creating a new friendship. DyRep represents these two events as two temporal point process
models. MTNE [117] is based on the concepts of triad motif evolution and the Hawkes process.
This method considers the evolution of graphs as the evolution of motifs in the graphs and models
that evolve using a Hawkes process. MTNE argues that a model such as HTNE based on neighbor-
hood formation processes considers network evolution at edge and node levels and cannot reflect
network evolution very well. Therefore, MTNE models dynamics in a graph as a subgraph (motif)
evolution process. M2DNE [191] is another example of temporal point process–based dynamic
embedding methods.

3.2.5 Other Methods. DynamicTriad [373] generates dynamic graph embeddings by modeling
the triad closure process, which is a fundamental process in the evolution of graphs.

Definition 16. (Triad closure process). Let (vi ,vj ,vk ) be an open triad in the graph at time t ,
which means that there are two edges (vi ,vj ) and (vj ,vk ) in the graph but no edge exists between
vi and vk . It is likely that an edge forms between vi and vk at time t + 1 because of the influence
of node vj and closes the open triad.

DynamicTriad computes the probability that an open triad (vi ,vj ,vk ) evolves into a closed triad
under the influence of vj at time t as pttr (i, j,k ). An open triad can evolve in two ways: (1) It
becomes closed because of the influence of any one of the neighbors or (2) stays open because no
neighbor could influence the creation of the open link. These two evolution traces are reflected in

DynamicTriad loss function by maximizing (pttr (i, j,k ))
αi jk × (1−pttr (i, j,k )) (1−αi jk ) for open triad

samples that close under the influence of a neighbor and 1−pttr (i, j,k ) for those samples that do not
close. αi jk = 1 if an open triad closes at time t + 1. The loss function also utilizes social homophily
and temporal smoothness regularizations. Social homophily smoothness assumes that nodes that
are highly connected are more similar and should have similar embeddings. Temporal smoothness
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Table 2. Comparison of Traditional and GNN-Based Graph Representation Learning

Category Advantages Disadvantages

Traditional Higher expressive power, scalable in
some categories

Not generalizable to unseen nodes, not
considering node/edge attributes easily

GNN-based Generalize to unseen nodes, consider
node/edge attributes, can do both
task-specific and node similarity–based
training

Expressive power, scalability,
over-smoothing, over-squashing,
homophily assumption and catastrophic
forgetting. (More details in Section 4.6)

assumes that the network evolves smoothly and, therefore, the distance between embeddings of a
node at consecutive times should be small.

3.2.6 Time Efficiency of Dynamic Graph Embeddings. The time efficiency of dynamic graph
embedding methods depends on the techniques they use for generating graph embeddings and
the requirements of the dynamic environment. For instance, dynnode2vec, a dynamic graph em-
bedding method, is faster than the static Node2vec method in generating graph embeddings of
a series of graph snapshots over time. The reason is twofold. First, dynnode2vec initializes the
SkipGram model at each timestep with the weights from the previous time point, which leads to
faster model convergence compared with random initialization in Node2vec. Second, this method
only generates random walks for the changed nodes at each timestamp, which is faster than gen-
erating random walks for all the nodes in Node2vec [204]. However, Node2vec is faster than the
dynamic method LSTM-Node2vec, as LSTM-Node2vec trains an LSTM autoencoder model at each
time point, which is time-consuming. LSTM-Node2vec, in turn, is faster than two other dynamic
methods, dyngraph2vecAE and dyngraph2vecAERNN, as these two models reconstruct adjacency
matrices of the graphs over time compared with temporal random walks in LSTM-Node2vec [139].
The requirements of the dynamic settings are also important in the training speed of models. For
example, the static methods are offline and can scan the data multiple times. However, some dy-
namic methods need to be online so that they scan the data only once and incrementally update the
model; therefore, they are faster than using a static method to learn embeddings at each time point.

4 GNN-BASED GRAPH EMBEDDING

Graph Neural Network (GNN)–based graph embedding methods are the second category of
graph embedding methods, which employ GNNs to generate embeddings. These methods are dif-
ferent from traditional methods in that the GNN-based methods generalize well to unseen nodes.
In addition, they can better take advantage of node/edge attributes. Table 2 shows the advantages
and disadvantages of the different categories of graph embedding methods. In this section, we first
introduce GNNs. Then, three categories of GNN-based methods —static, spatial-temporal, and dy-
namic GNNs (see Figure 2 for subcategories and Table 1 for the list of methods in each category)
— and their real-world applications are surveyed. Finally, we summarize the limitations of GNNs
and the proposed solution to these limitations.

4.1 Introduction to GNNs

A GNN is a deep learning model that generates a node embedding by aggregating the node’s
neighbors’ embeddings. The GNN’s intuition is that a node’s state is influenced by its interactions
with its neighbors in the graph. Below, we explain GNN’s basic architecture and training.

4.1.1 Basic Architecture. GNNs can generate node representation vectors by stacking several
GNN layers. Let hli represent the node embeddings for node i at layer l . Each GNN layer takes as
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input the node embeddings. The node representations for node i at each layer l + 1 are updated
using the following formula:

h (l+1)
i = f ��	hli ,

∑
j ∈N (i )

д(i, j )
��, (13)

where f and д are learnable functions and N (i ) are the neighbors of node i . h0i are the node i initial
features. At each layer, the embedding of the node i is obtained by aggregating the embeddings of
the node’s neighbors. After passing through L GNN layers, the final representation of node i is hLi ,
which is the aggregation the node’s neighbors of L hops away from the node.

4.1.2 GNN Training. GNNs can be trained in supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised
frameworks. In supervised and semi-supervised frameworks, different prediction tasks focusing
on nodes, edges, and graphs can be employed for training the model. Here, we describe the other
layers stacked after GNN layers to generate the prediction results.

— Node-focused: For node-level prediction such as node classification, the GNN layers output
node representations. Then, using amultilayer perceptron (MLP) or a softmax layer, the
prediction output is generated.

— Edge-focused: In edge-focused prediction, including link prediction, given two nodes’ repre-
sentations, a similarity function or an MLP is used for the prediction task.

— Graph-focused: In graph-focused tasks such as graph classification, a graph representation is
often generated by applying a readout layer on node representations. The readout function
can be a pooling operation that aggregates representations of a graph’s nodes to generate
the graph representation vector. A clique pooling operation has also been proposed, which
aggregates a graph’s cliques for generating the graph embedding [195].

A typical way to train a GNN in a node classification task is by applying the cross entropy loss
function as follows:

L =
∑

i ∈Vtrain
yi log(σ (h

T
i θ )) + (1 − yi )log(1 − σ (hTi θ )), (14)

wherehi is the embedding of nodeu, which is the output of the last layer of GNN andyu is the true
class label of the node and θ are the classification weights. Figure 3 shows a general framework
for training a GNN using a node classification task. There are three types of nodes in a node
classification in GNNs [100]:

— Training nodes: Nodes whose embeddings are computed in the last layer of GNNs and are
included in the loss function computation.

— Transductive test nodes: Nodes whose embeddings are computed in the GNN but are not
included in the loss function computation.

— Inductive test nodes: They are not included in the GNN computation and loss function.

Transductive node classification in GNNs is equivalent to semi-supervised node classification. It
refers to testing on transductive test nodes that are observed during training but their labels are not
used. On the other hand, inductive node classification means that the testing is on inductive test
nodes (unseen nodes); these test nodes and all their adjacent edges are removed during training.
The loss function for graph classification and link prediction tasks can be similarly defined using
graph representations and pairwise node representations. In an unsupervised framework for GNN
training, node similarities obtained from co-occurrence of nodes in the graph randomwalks can be
used for model training. GNNs often compute node representations using a graph-level implemen-
tation to avoid redundant computations for neighbors that are shared among nodes. In addition,
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Fig. 3. A general supervised framework for training GNN layers. Two GNN layers are applied on an input

graph to compute the node representation vectors for its nodes. The colors on arrows show neighbors of a

target node that are aggregated to generate the target node representation. xa is the feature vector of node

a and h1a and h2a are the representation vectors generated for the node a after applying the first and second

GNN layers. The generated embeddings are used in a node classification task. y′a is the predicted label for

the node a.

formulating the message passing operations as matrix multiplications is computationally cheap.
As an example for a basic GNN, the node embedding computation formula can be reformulated as

H (l+1) = σ (ÂH lW l ), (15)

where H l contains the embedding of all the nodes in layer l andWl is the weight matrix at layer

l . Â = D̃−1/2ÃD̃−1/2, where Ã = A + In , D̃ii =
∑

j Ãi j , In is an identity matrix, and A,D are the
graph’s adjacency and degree matrices. The graph-level implementation avoids redundant compu-
tations; however, it needs to operate on the whole graph, which may lead to memory limitations.
Various methods have been proposed to alleviate the memory complexities of GNNs, which will
be discussed in Section 4.6.

4.1.3 Other Important Concepts in GNNs. In this section, we define some of the concepts that
are frequently used in the GNN-based graph representation literature.
Receptive Field. The receptive field of a node in GNNs are the nodes that contribute to the

final representation of the node. After passing through each layer of the GNN, the receptive field
of a node grows one step towards its distant neighbors.
Graph Isomorphism. Two graphs are isomorphic if they have a similar topology. Some of the

early works on GNNs, such as GCN [142] and GraphSAGE [99], fail to distinguish non-isomorphic
graphs in some cases.
Weisfeiler & Lehman (WL) test. The WL test [150] is a classic algorithm for testing graph

isomorphism. It has been shown that the representation power of the message passing GNNs
is upper bounded by this test [303]. The WL test successfully determines isomorphism between
different graphs, but there are some corner cases in which it fails. Similarly, GNNs fail in those
cases. The simple way of thinking about how this test works is that it first counts the number of
nodes in two graphs. If two graphs have a different number of nodes, they are different. If two
graphs have a similar number of nodes, it checks the number of immediate neighbors of each
node. If the number of immediate neighbors of each node is the same, it goes on to check the
second-hop neighbors of nodes. If two graphs are similar in all these cases, then they are identical
or isomorphic.
Skip connections. A skip connection in deep architectures means skipping some layers in the

neural network and feeding one layer’s output as an input to the next layers, not just the immediate
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next layer. A skip connection helps in alleviating the vanishing gradient effect and preserving
information from previous layers. For instance, skip connections are used in the GraphSAGE [99]
update step. This method concatenates the node representation at the previous level with the
aggregated representation from node neighbors from the previous layer in the update step. This
way, it preserves more node-level information in the message passing.

4.2 Static Graph Neural Networks

Static GNN-based graph embedding methods are suitable for graph representation learning on
static graphs, which do not change over time. These methods can be divided into two classes:
Recurrent GNNs and Convolutional GNNs, which will be explained below.

4.2.1 Recurrent Graph Neural Networks (RecGNNs). RecGNNs are the early works onGNNs that
are based on RNNs. The original GNNmodel proposed by Scarselli et al. [246] used the assumption
that nodes in a graph constantly exchange information until they reach an equilibrium. In this
method, the representation of node v at iteration t , htv is defined using the following recurrence
equation:

htv =
∑

u ∈N (v )

f
(
xv ,x

e
(v,u ),h

(t−1)
u ,xu

)
, (16)

where f is a recurrent function. N (v ) is a set of neighborhood nodes of node v . xv ,xu are feature
vectors of nodesv,u and xe

(v,u )
is the feature vector of the edge (u,v ). This GNNmodel recursively

runs until convergence to a fixed point. Therefore, the final representation hTv in this method is
a vector for which hTv = f (hT−1v ). In this model, h0v is initialized randomly. The initialization of
node representation vectors does not matter in this model because the function f recursively con-
verges to the fixed point using any value as an initialization. For learning the model parameters,
the states htv are iteratively computed until the iterationT . An approximate fixed point solution is
obtained and used in a loss function to compute the gradients. This model has several limitations.
One limitation is that if T is large, the iterative computation of node representation until conver-
gence is time-consuming. Furthermore, the node representations obtained from this model are
more suitable for graph representation than node representation, as the outputs are very smooth.
GGNN [165] uses a gated recurrent unit (GRU) as the recurrent function in the original RecGNN
method proposed by Scarselli et al. [246]. The advantage of using a GRU is that the number of re-
currence steps is fixed and the aggregation does not need to continue until convergence. The htv
formula is as follows:

htv = GRU
��	h

(t−1)
v ,

∑
u ∈N (v )

h (t−1)
u


��. (17)

The h0v are initialized with node features. The Implicit Graph Neural Net (IGNN) [94] is
another recurrent GNN that generates node representations by iterating until convergence with
no limit on the number of neighbor hops. However, it guarantees the existence of the solution
for the equilibrium equations by defining the concept of well-posedness for GNNs, which was
previously defined for neural networks [71] and enforcing it at the training time.

4.2.2 Convolutional Graph Neural Networks (ConvGNNs). ConvGNNs are a well-known cat-
egory of GNNs. These methods generate node embeddings using the concept of convolution
in graphs. The difference between ConvGNNs and RecGNNs is that ConvGNNs use convolu-

tional neural network (CNN)–based layers to extract node embeddings instead of RNN layers
in RecGNNs. There are three key characteristics in CNNs that make them attractive in graph rep-
resentations. (1) Local connections: CNN can extract local information from neighbors for each
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node in the graph; (2) shared weights: weight sharing in node representation generates node em-
beddings that consider the information of other nodes in the graph; and (3) multiple layers: each
layer of convolution can explore a layer of proximities between nodes [369]. ConvGNNs have two
categories that can overlap: spectral-based and spatial-basedmethods. The spectral-basedmethods
have roots in graph signal processing and define graph signal filters. The spatial-based methods
are based on information propagation and message-passing concepts from RecGNNs and are more
preferred than spectral methods because of efficiency and flexibility. Here, we explain these two
categories in more detail.

(1) Spectral based. Spectral-based GNNs utilize mathematical concepts from graph signal pro-
cessing. Spectral Network [28] is one of the early works that defines convolution operations on
graphs. Here, we define some of the main concepts shared among spectral-based GNNs.

Definition 17. (Graph Signal). In graph signal processing, a graph signal x ∈ Rn is an array of n
real or complex values for n nodes in the graph.

Definition 18. (Eigenvectors and eigenvalues (spectrum)). Let L = D −A be the graph Laplacian
of graphG, whereD,A are the graph’s degree matrix and adjacency matrix. The normalized graph
Laplacian matrix is LN = In − D−1/2AD−1/2, which can be factorized as LN = UΛUT . U is the
matrix of eigenvectors and Λ is the diagonal matrix of ordered eigenvalues. The set of eigenvalues
of a matrix are also called the spectrum of the matrix.

Definition 19. (Graph Fourier transform). The graph Fourier transform is F = UTx , which maps
the graph signal x to a space formed by the eigenvectors of LN .

Definition 20. (Spectral Graph Convolution). The spectral graph convolution of the graph signal
x with a filter д ∈ Rn is defined as

x ∗ д = F−1 (F (x ) � F (д)) = U (UTx � UTд) (18)

⇒ x ∗ дθ = UдθUTx (19)

where дθ = diaд(U
Tд). (20)

Different spectral-based ConvGNNs use a different graph convolution filter дθ . For instance,
Spectral CNN [28] defines дθ as a set of learnable parameters. One of the main limitations of this
method is the eigenvalue decomposition computational complexity. This limitation was resolved
by applying several approximations and simplification in future works. A Graph Convolutional

Network (GCN) [142] uses a layerwise propagation rule based on multiplying the first-order
approximation of localized spectral convolution filter дθ with a graph signal x as follows:

x ∗ дθ = θ (In + D−1/2AD−1/2)x , (21)

where D,A are the degree matrix and adjacency matrix of a graph G and In is an identity matrix
with 1 on the diagonal and 0 elsewhere. θ represents the filter parameters. The GCN also mod-
ifies the convolution operation into a layer defined as H = X ∗ дΘ = f (ĀXΘ), where f is an
activation function and Ā = In + D−1/2AD−1/2. Using a renormalization trick, Ā is replaced with

Â = D̃−1/2ÃD̃−1/2, where Ã = A + In and D̃ii =
∑

j Ãi j . Therefore, the formulation of hl+1v for node
v becomes:

hl+1v = f ��	Θl ��	
∑

u ∈{N (v )∪v }
Âv,uxu


��

��, (22)
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where Ā is a constant and is approximately computed in a preprocessing step. N (v ) is the set of
neighbors of a node v . Therefore, hl+1v value can be roughly approximated as

hl+1v ≈ f
(
Θl .Mean

(
hlv ∪

{
hlu ,∀u ∈ N (v )

}))
. (23)

In a neural network setting, f is an activation function such as ReLU and Θl is the matrix of pa-
rameters at layer l . The GCN can be viewed as a spatial-based GNN because it updates the node
embeddings by aggregating information from neighbors of nodes. In [159], a spectral-based model
is proposed that jointly learns relations between nodes and relations between attributes of nodes.
The node embeddings in this model are the output of a 2D spectral graph convolution defined as
Z = GXF . In this formula, X is a node feature matrix and G and F are an object graph convo-
lutional filter and an attribute graph convolutional filter, respectively. The object graph convolu-
tional filter is defined by designing a filter on the adjacency matrix of the graph. For defining the
attribute graph convolutional filter, an attribute affinity graph is constructed on the original graph
by applying either positive pointwise mutual information or word embedding–based K-nearest

Neighbor (KNN) on the attributes of the nodes. Directional Graph Networks (DGNs) [16]
defines directions for information propagation in the graph using vector fields to improve the
message passing in a specific direction in the current GNNs. In this method, the contribution of a
neighbor node depends on its alignment with the receiving node’s vector field. The vector fields
denoted by B are defined using the k lowest frequency eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix of
the graph, as they preserve the global structure of graphs [92]. The node representations are ob-
tained by multiplication of the matrix B and the adjacency matrix of the input graph. In [200], it
has been shown that most common GNNs perform l2-based graph smoothing on the graph sig-
nal in the message passing, which leads to global smoothness. Motivated by the trend filtering
idea [285], Elastic GNN [179] accounts for different smoothness levels for different regions of the
graph using l1-based graph smoothing. In [364], a framelet graph convolution is proposed. This
method is based on graph framelets and their transforms [365]. Framelet convolution can lower
the feature and structure noises in graph representation. This method decomposes the graph into
low-pass and high-pass matrices and generates framelet coefficients. Then, the coefficients are
compressed by shrinkage activation, which improves the network denoising properties. Simple

Graph Convolution (SGC) [290] is a graph convolution network that simplifies the GCN model
by removing the non-linear activation functions at consecutive layers. This study theoretically
proves that this model corresponds to a fixed low-pass filtering in spectral domain in which similar
nodes have similar embeddings. Many other studies introduce different variants of spectral-based
GNNs [144, 160, 202, 210, 277, 345, 359, 381].

(2) Spatial based. Spatial-based ConvGNNs define the graph convolution similar to applying
CNNs on images. Images can be viewed as a graph such that the nodes are the pixels and the
edges are the proximity of pixels. When a convolution filter applies to an image, the weighted
average of the pixel values of the central node and its neighbor nodes are computed. Similarly,
the spatial-based graph convolutional filters generate a node representation by aggregating the
node representations of neighbors of a node. One of the advantages of spatial-based ConvGNNs
is that the learned parameters of models are based on close neighbors of nodes and, therefore,
can be applied on different graphs with some constraints. In contrast, spectral-based models
learn filters that depend on eigenvalues of a graph Laplacian and are not directly applicable on
graphs with different structures. GraphSAGE [99] is one of the early spatial-based ConvGNNs.
This method generates node embeddings iteratively. The node embeddings are first initialized
with node attributes. Then, a node embedding at iteration k is computed by concatenating the
aggregation of the node’s neighbor and the node embedding at iteration k − 1. For example, for a
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node v ,

hkN (v ) = Aддreдatek
(
hk−1u ,∀u ∈ N (v )

)
hkv = σ

(
W k .Concat

(
hk−1v ,h

k
N (v )

))
,

where hk andW k are the node embedding and weight matrix at iteration k . N (v ) is the set of
neighbors of v . GraphSAGE leverages mean, LSTM, and pooling aggregators as follows:

—Mean aggregator. The mean aggregation is similar to that of a GCN [142], which takes the
mean over neighbors of a node. The difference is that a GCN includes the node representa-
tion hk−1v in the mean but GraphSAGE concatenates the node representation with the mean
aggregation of neighbor nodes. This way, GraphSAGE avoids node information loss.

— LSTM aggregator. An LSTM aggregator aggregates neighbor node representations using an
LSTM structure. It is important to note that LSTM preserves the order between nodes; how-
ever, there is no order among neighbor nodes. Therefore, GraphSAGE inputs a random per-
mutation of nodes to alleviate this problem.

— Pooling aggregator. In this aggregation, each neighbor node is fed through a fully connected
neural net. Then, an elementwise max operation is applied on the transformed nodes as
follows:

Aддreдatepool = max ({σ (Wpoolhu + b),∀u ∈ N (v )}). (24)

The above equation uses the max operator for pooling. However, the mean operator can be
used as well. The pooling aggregator is symmetric and learnable. The pooling aggregation
intuition is that it captures different aspects of the neighborhood set of a node.

The aggregation continues until K iterations. The model is trained using a loss function that
generates similar node embeddings for nearby nodes in an unsupervised setting. The unsuper-
vised loss can be replaced with task-specific objective functions. The Graph Attention Network

(GAT) [266] utilizes the self-attention mechanism [265] to generate node representations. Unlike
a GCN, which assigns a fixed weight to neighbor nodes, a GAT learns a weight for a neighbor
depending on the importance of the neighbor node. The state of nodev at layer k is formulated as
follows:

hkv = σ ��	
∑

u ∈N (v )

αkvuW
khk−1u


�� (25)

αvu =
exp (LeakyReLU(aT [Whu | |Whv ]))∑

k ∈Nv
exp (LeakyReLU(aT [Whu | |Whk ]))

(26)

h0v = xv , (27)

where αvu is the attention coefficient of node v to its neighbor u defined using a softmax func-
tion. Nv is the neighbor set of node v .W is the weight matrix and a is a weight vector. | | is the
concatenation symbol. In addition to self-attention, a GAT’s results benefit from using multi-head
attention. Similar to GraphSAGE, a GAT is trained in an end-to-end fashion and outputs node
representations. A Multi-hop Attention Graph Neural Network (MAGNA) [270] generalizes
the attention mechanism in a GAT [266] by increasing the receptive fields of nodes in every layer.
Stacking multiple layers of a GAT has the same effect; however, that causes the oversmoothing
problem. MAGNA first computes the 1-hop attention matrix for every node and then uses the sum
of powers of the attention matrix to account for multi-hop neighbors in every layer. To lower the
computation cost, an approximated value for the multi-hop neighbor attention is computed. The
MAGNA model aggregates the node features with attention values and passes the values through
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a feed forward neural network to generate the node embeddings. The Message Passing Neural

Network (MPNN) [86] proposes a general framework for ConvGNNs. In the MPNN framework,
each node sends messages based on its states and updates its states based on messages received
from its immediate neighbors. The forward pass of the MPNN has two parts: a message passing
and a readout phase. In the message passing phase, a message function is utilized for information
propagation and the node state is updated as follows:

htv = Ut
��	ht−1v ,

∑
u ∈N (v )

Mt

(
ht−1v ,h

t−1
u , evu

)
�� (28)

h0v = xv , (29)

where Mt is the message function and Ut updates the node representation. Ut ,Mt are learnable
functions. evu is the information of an edge (v,u). In the readout phase, the readout layer generates
the graph embeddings using the updated node representations, hG = R (htv |v ∈ G ). Different
ConvGNNmethods can be formulated using this framework using different functions forUt ,Mt ,R.
The GN block [15] proposes another general framework for GNNs in which some of the GNN
methods could fit in its description. A GN block learns nodes, edges, and the graph representations
denoted as hli , e

l
i j ,u

l , respectively. Each GN block contains three update functions, ϕ and three

aggregation functions, ρ:

el+1i j = ϕe
(
eli j ,h

l
i ,h

l
j ,u

l
)

ml+1
i = ρe→v

({
el+1i j ,∀j ∈ N (i )

})
(30)

hl+1i = ϕv
(
ml+1

i ,h
l
i ,u

l
)

ml+1
V = ρv→u

({
hl+1i ,∀i ∈ V

})
(31)

u (l+1) = ϕu
(
ml+1

E ,m
l+1
V ,h

l
i ,u

l
)

ml+1
E = ρe→u

({
el+1i j ,∀(i, j ) ∈ E

})
. (32)

The GN assumption is that computation on a graph starts from an edge to a node and then to
the entire graph. This phenomenon is formulated with update and aggregation functions: (1) ϕe

updates the edge representations for each edge. (2) ρe→v aggregates the updated edge represen-
tations for the edges connected to each center node. (3) ϕv updates the node representations.
(4) ρv→u aggregates node representation updates for all nodes. (5) ρe→u aggregates edge repre-
sentation updates for all edges. (6) Finally, the entire graph representation is updated by ϕu .

GNN-FiLM [27] generates node embedding using the feature-wise linearmodulation (FiLM)

idea that was introduced in the visual question answering area [231]. Many common GNNs, such
as GCN [142] and GraphSAGE [99], propagate information along edges using information from
the source node of the edges. In GNN-FiLM, the target node representation transformation is com-
puted and applied to incoming messages to generate the feature-wise modulation of the incom-
ing messages. Graph Random Neural Features (GRNFs) [336] generate graph embeddings by
preserving the metric structure of the graphs in the embedding space, therefore distinguishing
between any pair of non-isomorphic graphs. This method is based on a family of graph neural
feature maps. The graph neural feature maps are GNNs that can separate graphs. The outputs of
these GNNs, which are scalar features, are then concatenated to generate the graph embedding.
E(n) Equivariant Graph Neural Network (EGNN) [245] is a rotation, translation, and permu-
tation equivariant GNN. These properties are fundamental in representing structures that show
rotation and translation symmetric characteristics, such as molecular structures [237]. An EGNN
takes as inputs a feature vector and an n-dimensional coordinates vector for each graph node along
with the edge information and outputs the node embeddings. The main difference between this
method and common GNNs is that the relative squared distance between a node’s coordinates and
neighbors has been considered in the GNNmessage-passing operation. The Bilinear Graph Neu-

ral Network (BGNN) [374] argues that the neighbors of a node can have interactions that may
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affect the node representations. Therefore, it augments the aggregation of neighbors of a node by
pairwise interactions of neighbor nodes. Motivated by factorization machines [108], it models the
neighbors’ interaction using a bilinear aggregator denoted by BA, which computes the average of
pairwise multiplication of neighbor nodes of a node. Then, the convolution operator is defined as
follows:

H (k ) = (1 − α ).AGG (H (k−1),A) + α .BA(H (k−1),A), (33)

whereH (k ) is the node representation at the k-th layer and α is a trade-off parameter between two
components. In [349], it is theoretically shown that all attention-based GNNs fail in distinguishing
between certain structures due to ignoring the cardinality information in aggregation. Therefore,
this article introduces two cardinality-preserved attention (CPA) models named Additive and
Scaled. The formulation of the Additive model is as follows:

hli = f l ��	
∑

j ∈N (i )

α l−1i j hl−1i +w l �
∑

j ∈N (i )

hl−1i

��, (34)

where the first term is the original attention formula and the second term captures the cardinality
information. The Scaled model formula is

hli = f l ��	ψ l ( |N (i ) |) �
∑

j ∈N (i )

α l−1i j hl−1i

��, (35)

whereψ ( |N (i ) |) is a function that maps the cardinality value to a non-zero vector. Both these mod-
els improve the distinguishing power of the original attention model. A Multi-Channel graph

neural network (MuchGNN) [372] generates graph representations using a graph pooling oper-
ation. However, instead of shrinking the graph layer by layer using graph pooling, which may
result in loss of information, it shrinks the graph hierarchically. This method generates a se-
ries of graph channels at each layer and applies graph pooling on them to generate the graph
representation at each layer. The final graph representation is the concatenation of graph repre-
sentations at each layer. Policy-GNN [146] captures information for each node using different
iterations of aggregations to capture the graph’s structural information better. To that end, it
uses meta-policy [339] trained by deep reinforcement learning to choose the number of aggre-
gations per node. TinyGNN [307] proposes a small GNN with a short inference time. In order
to capture the local structure of the graph, this method generates node representations by ag-
gregating peer-aware representations of the node’s neighbors. Peer-aware representations con-
sider the interactions between peer nodes, which are neighbor nodes with the same distance
from the center node. In addition, inspired by knowledge distillation [110], it proposes a neigh-

bor distillation strategy (NDS) in a teacher–student network. The teacher network is a regular
GNN that has access to the entire neighborhood and the student network is a small GNN that
imitates the teacher network. Other spatial-based convolution GNNs include those discussed in
[107, 149, 187, 217, 218, 224, 228, 268, 301, 324, 327, 334, 358, 380].

Despite the success of GNNmethods, most require some supervision for training, which is costly.
Self-supervised graph learning methods address this shortcoming by generating the graph embed-
dings without the need of the label information. These methods are categorized into generation-
based, auxiliary property-based, contrast-based, and hybrid methods [183]. The generation-based
methods generate embeddings by reconstructing the perturbed version of the input graph adja-
cency matrix or node/edge properties. For instance, a GPT-GNN [112] reconstructs node attributes
and edges of a graph iteratively by maximizing the likelihood of the graph. GraphMAE [111] is
another example of this category, which focuses on reconstructing features of graphs efficiently.
The auxiliary property-based methods utilize extracted auxiliary properties of the graph as labels
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for training the model. M3S [257] belongs to this category and uses cluster assignments as class
labels for nodes.
Contrast-based methods are the major category in self-supervised graph learning, which maxi-

mize the mutual information (MI) between the augmented instances of a graph and the graph
or graph elements, such as nodes and subgraphs. DGI [267] is a contrast-based method that maxi-
mizes the MI between a graph representation and the graph’s node representations. This method
is trained by maximizing the following objective function:

1

N +M
��	

N∑
i=1

E(X ,A)

[
log D (

−→
hi ,
−→s )

]
+

M∑
j=1

E(X̃ ,Ã)

[
log

(
1 − D (

−→̃
hj ,
−→s )
)]
��, (36)

where N is the number of nodes and M is the number of negative examples. X ,A, X̃ , Ã are graph
features, adjacency matrix, and the corrupted version of these matrices, respectively. D (., .) is the

probability score.−→s is the graph representation vector, and
−→
hi and

−→̃
hj are the representation vectors

of node i and node j obtained by summarizing a subgraph surrounding the node from the graph and
the corrupted version of the graph, respectively. SimGCL [332] is another contrast-based method
that generates contrastive views by adding uniform noises to node embeddings. Other examples
of contrast-based methods include those discussed in [296, 332]. Hybrid methods combine two
or more self-supervised objectives for the model training. For example, GMI [230] generates the
node embeddings by considering two MI maximization objectives: feature MI and topology-aware
MI. Feature MI is derived by comparing a representation of a node with its neighbors’ features.
Topology-aware MI considers the proximity of the node with its neighbors using an MI term. A
survey on self-supervised graph learning methods can be found in [183].

4.3 Spatial-Temporal Graph Neural Networks (STGNNs)

STGNNs are a category of GNN that capture both the spatial and temporal properties of a graph.
They model the dynamics of graphs considering the dependency between connected nodes. There
are wide applications for STGNNs, such as traffic flow forecasting [36, 97, 156, 281, 348, 352], epi-
demic forecasting [274], and sleep stage classification [129]. For instance, in traffic prediction, the
future traffic on a road is predicted taking into consideration the traffic congestion of its connected
roads in previous time periods. Most of the STGNN methods fall into CNN-based and RNN-based
categories that integrate the graph convolution in CNNs and RNNs, respectively.

4.3.1 RNN based. A Graph Convolutional Recurrent Network (GCRN) [248] is an exam-
ple of RNN-based STGNN. In this method, an LSTM network is combined with the convolution
operation. The GCRN has two variants. In the first variant, a CNN layer is stacked with an LSTM
layer. The CNN layer extracts the features at time t and the LSTM captures the temporal behavior
of nodes over time. Therefore,

xCNN
t = CNNG (xt ), (37)

where xt and x
CNN
t are the features and extracted features by CNN at time t . Then, xCNN

t is input
to the LSTM gates. For instance, for the input gate i , we have the following formula:

i = σ
(
WxCNN

t +Uht−1 + b
)
, (38)

whereW and U are the weights of the LSTM layer. ht−1,b, and σ are the hidden state of LSTM
at time t − 1, bias, and sigmoid function, respectively. Similar formulas are used for other LSTM
equations. In the second variant, the GCRN replaces the matrix multiplication operation in the
LSTM with the graph convolution operation. For example, the formula for the input gate i is as
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follows:

i = σ (W ∗G xt +U ∗G ht−1 + b), (39)

where ∗G is the graph convolution operator. In [281], the spatial and temporal correlations between
nodes are modeled using three components: a spatial GNN layer, a GRU layer, and a transformer
layer. The input to the model is a sequence of graphs over time. The spatial GNN layer captures the
spatial relations between nodes in each graph. Then, a GRU and transformer layers are applied on
the sequence of graphs that are output from a previous layer and capture the temporal relations
between graphs over time. Other RNN-based spatial-temporal GNNs include methods in [36, 64,
83, 145, 164, 166, 171, 172, 209, 256, 274, 283, 287, 291, 299, 310, 316, 319, 321, 347].

4.3.2 CNN based. Graph WaveNet [294] is a CNN-based spatial-temporal GNN. This method
takes as input a graph and feature matrices of nodes form previous timesteps and the goal is to
predict the next n feature matrices. For example, in a traffic prediction application, a feature matrix
is an N × d matrix in that each row contains traffic features of a node. Each node is a sensor or
a road. N is the number of nodes and d is the feature vector dimension. Graph WaveNet consists
of stacked spatial-temporal layers with two building blocks: a GCN and a temporal convolution
layer (Gated TCN). The model considers spatial dependencies at different temporal levels using
the spatial-temporal layers. In each layer, the input X is given to the temporal convolution layer,
which outputs h as follows:

h = д(θ1 �X + b) � σ (θ2 �X + c ), (40)

where θ1, θ2,b, and c are the model parameters.д and σ are activation functions and� is the dilated
convolution operator. The dilated causal convolution captures a node’s historical information with
sliding over the input. For a one-dimensional input sequence x and a filter f ∈ RK , the dilated
causal convolution operation is as follows:

x � f (t ) =
K−1∑
s=0

f (s )x (t − d × s ), (41)

where t is the sliding step andd is the dilation factor. In Spatial-Temporal FusionGraphNeural

Networks (SFTGNN) [156], instead of modeling the spatial and temporal correlations of nodes
separately, a spatial-temporal fusion graph is constructed using three N × N matrices to capture
three kinds of correlation for each node: (1) a spatial graph for spatial neighbors, (2) a temporal
graph for nodes with similar temporal sequences, and (3) a temporal connectivity graph for connec-
tion of a node at nearby time points. The spatial-temporal fusion graph is then input to a spatial-
temporal fusion graph neural module (STFGNmodule) that generates node representations.
In [6, 48, 55, 62, 74, 97, 102, 129, 168, 169, 190, 194, 221, 223, 227, 253, 329, 343, 348, 351, 352], many
other CNN-based spatial-temporal GNNs are proposed.

4.4 Dynamic Graph Neural Net (DGNN)

Dynamic Graph Neural Networks (DGNNs) are GNNs that model a broad range of dynamic
behaviors of a graph, including adding or deleting nodes and edges over time. EvolveGCN [226]
is a dynamic GNN method. The idea behind it is to use an RNN model to update weights of the
GCN at each time point and capture dynamics of the graph. At each timestep t , a GCN layer is
used to represent the graph at time t . In order to integrate historical information of the nodes,
the initial weights for the GCN at time t are the hidden states/output of RNN-based models that
take as input the weights of previous GCN models. Each RNN-based model is assigned to a sep-
arate layer of GCN models. The EvolveGCN model is trained end to end for link prediction and
edge/node classification tasks. DyGNN [199] proposes a dynamic GNN method that consists of
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two components: update and propagation components. These two components work in parallel to
update and propagate the information of a new interaction in the graph. Let (vs ,vд , t ) represent
a new directed edge that emerges between a source node vs and a target node vt at time t . The
update component updates the two nodes vs ,vt representations and the propagate component
propagates the interaction information to influenced nodes, which are defined as 1-hop neighbors
of the two interacting nodes.
ADynamic Self-Attention Network (DySAT) [243] consists of two components, a structural

block followed by a temporal block to capture the structural and temporal properties of a graph.
This method defines dynamic graphs as a series of graphs over time. In order to capture the struc-
ture of the graph at each time point, the structural block, which is a variant of GAT, is applied
to the graph at each time point. Then, to capture dynamic patterns of nodes, DySAT applies a
temporal self-attention layer in the temporal block. The inputs to the temporal block are node
representation overtime for every node v such that the node representation x tv attends over the
historical representation of the node (< t ) to generate the final embedding of each node. Em-

bedding via Historical Neighborhoods Aggregation (EHNA) [119] aggregates the historical
neighbors of a node to capture the evolution of the node in the graph. In order to capture the
historical neighbors of a node, EHNA first generates k temporal random walks for each node. The
transition probability of each edge in a temporal random walk depends on the weight and time of
the edge. The generated random walks for each node x are first aggregated using an LSTM model
to generate the walk encoding. The sequence of k walk encodings are aggregated to generate a
representation for the node x . A Temporal Graph Network (TGN) [241] generates node embed-
dings for dynamic graphs that are modeled as a stream of edges. This model consists of several
modules.

—Memory: At each time t , the TGN saves a vector si (t ) for each node i in the memory to
represent the node history in a compressed format. The vector si (t ) is initialized as a zero
vector and updated as more edges emerge.

—Message Function: Every time an edge occurs between two nodes, a message is sent to the
nodes participating in the edge.

—Message Aggregator : A node can be involved in multiple interactions. The TGN keeps the
last message in the order of time and the mean of other messages from other interactions
for each node.

—Memory Updater : Every time an event occurs, the memory of the participating nodes is up-
dated using a learnable memory update function such as LSTM.

— Embedding: The embedding module generates the temporal embeddings for each node at
any time t using a learnable function h that updates the representation of each node even if
the node was not involved in any interaction until that point.

In [273], a streaming GNN is modeled as G1,G2, . . . ,GT , where Gt = Gt−1 + δGt and δGt is
the changes of a graph between times t − 1 and t . The loss of the network at time t is formulated
as Lnew + Lexist inд . Lnew is the loss of parts of the graph influenced by the new changes at time
t . Lexist inд preserves information from previous time points. In Lnew , the influenced nodes by
new changes are replayed in the GNN model. In Lexist inд , the important nodes from the history
are replayed. In addition, the model parameters are approximated such that they do not deviate
drastically from the model parameters at the previous time. A Temporal Graph Attention Net-

work (TGAT) [300] is a dynamic version of a GAT [266]. A GAT does not consider time ordering
between neighbors of a node and is used for static settings. However, a TGAT assumes ordering
between neighbors of a node based on the time they arrive. The assumption is that a neighbor
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that occurs more recently is likely to have more influence on a node. In order to add time to the
attention mechanism, a time vector is concatenated to the node feature vector. Time features that
are used in TGAT are obtained based on the concepts from Bochner’s Theorem and expressed by
mapping the time to Rd as follows:

ϕd (t ) =

√
1

d
[cos (w1t ), sin(w1t ), . . . , cos (wd/2t ), sin(wd/2t )], (42)

where parametersw1, . . . ,wd/2 are learnable parameter. TheCausal AnonymousWalks Neural

Network (CAW-N)[282] generates temporal link embeddings by capturing the motif evolution
in dynamic networks using a variant of anonymous walks [127]. This method predicts the prob-
ability of a link in the future and assumes that if motif structures of two nodes u,v interact over
time, the probability of a link occurrence between u,v is higher. Therefore, this model defines
set-based anonymization on the temporal random walks to capture the interaction between the
motifs of the two nodes over time. Then, in order to obtain a representation of a link (u,v ), all
the anonymized walks for nodes u and v are encoded and aggregated using a mean or attention
mechanism and are passed through an MLP to obtain the link probability. In aMotif-preserving

Temporal Shift Network (MTSN) [184], the dynamic network is considered as a series of graph
snapshots over time and two components for generating node embeddings at each time point
are introduced. The first component is a Motif Preserving Encoder (MPE) and the second is a
Temporal shIft based on Motif preserving Encoder (TIME). The MPE component preserves
the high-order similarity between nodes at each snapshot. First, it generates node embeddings by
running a simplified GCN on the adjacency matrix and a combined motif matrix of the graph sepa-
rately and adding their outputs. The combined motif matrix of a graph is obtained by weighted av-
eraging of motif matrices of the input graph that are computed using the Parametrized Graphlet

Decomposition (PGD) technique [4]. The TIME component considers the effect of time and is
inspired by the Temporal Shift Mechanism in computer vision [170]. It shifts the node embed-
dings at each snapshot to capture the temporal evolution. TGR-Clique [137] is another temporal
GNN that generates node and edge embeddings by preserving maximal cliques in the network.
In order to generate a node embedding, this method first generates temporal random walks on
the maximal cliques containing the node to capture the node’s neighbors. Then, it aggregates the
temporal walks of the node using Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM), multi-
head attention, and mean function. In [79, 98, 176, 313], several other dynamic/temporal GNNs are
presented.

4.5 Real-World Applications of GNN-Based Methods

GNN methods have been deployed in production in several companies in recommendation sys-
tems, fraud detection, travel time prediction, and other types of predictions. Table 3 presents some
real-world applications of GNNs. One of the main applications of GNNs in the industry is recom-
mendation systems. Gemini [302] is an example of a recommendation system based on aGCN [142]
used by the DiDiChuxing company, an online ride-hailing platform. The recommendation tasks of
the company include coupon and product recommendations. Gemini deals with the heterogeneous
graph of users and items by dividing it into two homogenous graphs from the users’ and items’ per-
spective called Gemini-U and Gemini-I, respectively. In Gemini-U, nodes are the users, and there
is an edge between two users if they are interested in the same item, and the item will be the edge
attribute. Gemini-I is generated similarly. As such, this method keeps the original user–item topol-
ogy information. Then, given Gemini-U and Gemini-I, user and item representations are jointly
learned to introduce the users to items’ embeddings and vice versa.
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Table 3. Some of the Real-World Applications of Graph Neural Networks Deployed in Production

The Applied Algorithm Application

Standard GNN with MetaGradients [61] Estimated time of travel (ETA) prediction in Google Maps
HetMatch [186] Keyword matching for bid keyword recommendation in

sponsered search platform of Alibaba Group
Category-aware GNN [236] Review helpfulness prediction in Taobao
GNN-based tag ranking (GraphTR)
[178]

Video recommendation in WeChat Top Stories

DecGCN [182] Online recommendation system in JD.com
DHGAT [219] Search matching in shop search in Taobao
Dynamic Heterogeneous GNN [193] Real-time event prediction in DiDi platform
Spatial-temporal graph neural network
(ConSTGAT) [75]

Travel time estimation in Baidu Maps

Heterogeneous Graph Attention
Matching Network (HGAMN)[118]

Retrieving point of interests in different languages in
Baidu Maps

PinSage [323] Recommendation system at Pinterest
Gemini [302] Online recommendation at DidiChuXing
M2GRL [275] Recommender system at Taobao
ColdGuess [104] Fraud detection at Amazon

GNNs have also been applied in fraud detection tasks. For instance, ColdGuess [104] is a risky
listing detector used in production at Amazon. This model defines the fraud detection task as a
multi-label classification task in which a classifier predicts a label for an offer based on the product
complaints type. The complaint type can be normal or eight different abnormal types. In the graph
of this application, nodes are sellers and products. There is an edge between a seller and a prod-
uct if the seller offers that product, and the offer features are the edge features. The ColdGuess
model comprises an relational graph convolutional network (RGCN) model [247] for gen-
erating node embeddings and an MLP model for edge embedding generation. A final classifier
concatenates the nodes and edge embedding and predicts the product complaint type.
Another example of GNN applications is travel time estimation. GN blocks [15] have been used

in travel time prediction in Google Maps [61]. The graph in this application is a road network
in which nodes are road segments and edges are the connection between them. Each node in the
graph is representedwith features such as length, priority, real time and historical travel speeds and
times. Given a start time and a road supersegment that contains a series of segments in the network,
the model predicts the travel time labels across the supersegment in the future. For training the
model, a MetaOptimizer with MetaGradients is utilized to address the variance issues resulting
from using a combination of different loss functions.

4.6 The Limitation of GNNs and the Proposed Solutions

GNNs have several known limitations, such as expressive power, oversmoothing and scalability.
In this section, we summarize the major articles that address these issues.

4.6.1 Expressive Power. The expressive power of a model refers to the model’s ability to distin-
guish between different graphs. In other words, the model can map different graphs to different
embeddings and similar graphs to similar embeddings. The expressive power of common GNNs
such as GCN [142] and GraphSAGE [99] is bounded by the WL test and they fail to distinguish
certain non-isomorphic substructures. A more powerful GNN-based embedding method called the
Graph Isomorphism Network (GIN) is proposed in [303]. The GIN employs the sum operator
instead of the mean or max operators to aggregate the neighbors of a node using the following
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formula:

h (k )
v = MLP(k )

��	(1 + ϵ (k ) )h
(k−1)
v +

∑
u ∈N (v )

h (k−1)
u


��, (43)

where ϵ can be a fixed or learnable parameter. GIN uses the sum aggregator, as its expressive
power is higher than the mean or max operators. For instance, assume that we have two nodes
v1 and v2. If v1 has two equal neighbors and v2 has three equal neighbors, the mean aggregator
generates the same embedding for two nodes. The same applies to the max aggregator. However,
the sum operator distinguishes different graph structures and generates different embeddings. It
is also theoretically proven that GIN’s expressive power is equal to the WL test. The Identity-

aware Graph Neural Network (ID-GNN) [326] proposes a coloring mechanism as a solution
for increasing the expressive power of GNNs. This model has two variants. The first variant has
two components: inductive identity coloring and heterogeneous message passing. For computing
the embedding for each nodev , a k-hop ego network of nodev is extracted and the center node of
the ego network is colored. Then, for each node in the ego network of node v , the embedding is
computed using a different message-passing component for each node based on color. This article
proposes a fast variant of ID-GNN that augments the node features instead of coloring nodes by
injecting identity information such as cycle counts for cycles that start and end in the node v . A
Nested Graph Neural Network (NGNN) [346] suggests to encode a rooted subgraph instead of
rooted subtree in common GNNs to generate node representations. It argues that rooted subtrees
have limited expressiveness to represent non-tree graphs. In [157, 344], distance-based features
are added to each node to increase the expressive power of GNNs, where distance vectors for each
node are computed with respect to each center node. Table 4 summarizes the major studies related
to increasing the expressive power of GNNs.

4.6.2 Oversmoothing. A critical known issue with GNNs is their depth limitation [158, 220].
GNN methods aggregate information from one-hop neighbors of a node in the first layer. The sec-
ond layer reaches the two-hop neighbors of a node and, stacking additional layers, goes forward in
the neighbors of a node similarly. After passing throughmultiple layers, the generated node vectors
will be oversmoothed because the local information for each node is lost. Graph Random Neural

Network (GRAND) [77] proposes a new framework to address the oversmoothing problem. This
method augments the feature matrix of the input graph using DropNode, which randomly drops
features of some of the nodes, similar to the DropEdge mechanism [240]. This augmentation helps
in making nodes less sensitive to their neighbor nodes. Then, it aggregates neighbors of a node
up to K-hop away using mixed-order propagation, which lowers the risk of oversmoothing. The

mixed-order propagation formula is X =
∑K

k=0
1

K+1Â
kX̄ , where X̄ is the augmented feature matrix.

The model is trained using consistency regularization [20] also to reduce the overfitting issue in
the semi-supervised setting in the case of scarce labels. In [46], it has been theoretically proved
that adding two simple techniques to a GCN at each layer can overcome oversmoothing. The first
technique is to construct a connection to input features to ensure that at least a fraction of node
features reach the final node representation. The second technique is to add the identity matrix to
the weight matrix to enforce at least the same performance as a shallow GCN. The formulation of
this deep GCN is as follows:

H (l+1) = σ (((1 − αl )ÂH (l ) + αlH
(0) ) ((1 − βl )In + βlW (l ) )), (44)

where αl and βl are the hyperparameters. H (0) are the initial node representations which are the
node features. In is the identitymatrix. Table 5 shows the formulation of some of themajormethods
that are introduced for alleviating the oversmoothing problem in GNNs.
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Table 4. A Summary of Major Solutions Proposed to Increase the Expressive Power of GNNs

Authors Algorithm Brief summary of the solution

Xu et al. [303] GIN Aggregating neighbors using the sum operator
Murphy et al [213] RP-GNN Adding a unique node label
Morris et al. [212] k-GNN Performing message passing between subgraph structures

instead of the node level
Maron et al. [206] PPGN Considering higher-order message passing
Chen et al. [50] Ring-GNN Using a ring of matrices in addition and multiplication
Azizian et al. [10] FGNN Augmenting the model with matrix multiplication
Li et al. [157] DEGNN Adding an extra node feature based on distance encoding
Balcilar et al. [12] GNNML Designing the convolution in spectral domain and masking

it with a large receptive field
Barcelo et al. [13] - Adding local graph parameter to GNNs
Sato et al. [244] rGIN Adding random features to GIN [303]
Papp et al. [225] DropGNN Dropping some of the nodes randomly
Wang et al. [272] PEG Using separate channels to update the node and positional

features
Wijesinghe and Wang [288] GraphSNN Injecting structural characteristics in the message passing
Zhang and Li [346] NGNN Encoding a rooted subgraph for each node instead of a

rooted subtree
You et al. [326] ID-GNN Inductively injecting node identities either using a coloring

mechanism or an augmented node feature
Dasoulas et al. [60] CLIP Using colors to distinguish similar node attributes
Huang et al. [125] PG-GNN Capturing correlation between neighboring nodes using a

permutation-aware aggregation
Wijesinghe and Wang [289] GraphSNN Designing a local isomorphism hierarchy for node neighbor-

hood subgraphs

4.6.3 Scalability. Another bottleneck of GNNs is scalability. In GNNs, the representations of a
node’s neighbors are aggregated to generate the node embeddings. Specifically, for a GNN with L
layers, the neighbor aggregation computed by the matrix multiplicationAH l has the time complex-
ityO (LmF ), wherem is the number of neighbors and F is the hidden dimension of the model. The
number of neighbors can be large in very large graphs, which lowers the GNN’s training speed
and increases the memory consumption. In [44, 99, 317], this problem is alleviated by sampling a
subset of node neighbors. In [43], neighbors of a node are sampled at each layer independently.
The Cluster-GCN [51] reduces the memory problem of the GCN by sampling a subgraph for each
batch using clustering techniques and applying a graph convolution filter on the nodes in the
subgraph. Some methods, such as SGC [290], remove the non-linear activation function to reduce
the training time. RevGNN [152] is based on the reversible connections [88] and lowers the mem-
ory consumption of GNNs with respect to the number of layers. In this model, the feature matrix
is divided into several groups, which are then input into the model to generate a group of out-
puts. The advantage of this model is that only the output of the last input is saved in memory
for backpropagation. In [47], a unified GNN sparsification (UGS) framework is proposed that
jointly simplifies the graph and the model to lower the GNN’s inference time. The loss function of
UGS is

LUGS = L({mд � A,X },mθ � Θ) + γ1 |mд | + γ2 |mθ | (45)

where mд ,mθ are masks for the unimportant connections in the graph and weights in GNNs. L
is the cross-entropy loss and γ1,γ2 are hyperparameters to control the regularization of mд ,mθ .
After the training, these two masks prune the adjacency matrix and model parameters. Several
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Table 5. A Summary of Major Solutions Proposed to Alleviate Oversmoothing of GNNs

Algorithm Formula

GCN [142] H (l+1) = σ (ÂH lW l )

APPNP [143] H = σ (ÂH lW l ), Z l+1 = (1 − α )ÂZ l + αH

JKNet-Concat [304] hv = concat(h1v , . . . ,h
L
v )W

GCN-PN [361] H (l+1) = TPSD(σ (ÂH lW l ))

DropEdge [240] H (l+1) = σ (ÂdropH
lW l )

SGC [290] H = ÂLXW

DGN-GNN [371] H (l+1) = S (l+1)H (l+1) + λ
∑C

i=1 γi ((H
(l+1)
i − μi )/σi ) + βi

DAGNN [175] H = concat(mlp (X ), Â1mlp (X ), . . . , Âkmlp (X ))),Z = softmax(σ (Hs )H )

GRAND [77] Z =mlp (1/(L + 1)
∑L

i=0 Â
iXdrop )

GCNII [46] H (l+1) = σ (((1 − αl )ÂH (l ) + αlH
(0) ) ((1 − βl )In + βlW (l ) ))

GDC [103] H (l+1) = σ (
∑fl

i=1 Âdrop[:, i]H
l [:, i]W l [i, :])

PDE-GCN [72] h (l+1) = hl − pGTKT
l
σ (KlGoh

l )

GRAND-PDE [32] H = ψ (X (0) +
∫ T
0

∂X (t )
∂t dt )

SHADOW-SAGE [337] h (l+1)
v = σ (W l .concat(hlv , aggregate(h

l
u ,∀u ∈ Gv ))

GCN+inflation [105] H (l+1) = INFLATION(l+1) (σ (ÂH lW l ), e )

AdaGNN [66] H (l+1) = H (l ) − L̃H (l )Φl

Z is the node prediction label, H is the node representation, Kl is the convolution of the l -th layer, s is a projection

vector, Go is the discrete gradient operator on the graph, Âdrop is the symmetric normalized adjacency matrix with

certain number of edges dropped, INFLATION(.,e) = Normal(Power(Softmax(.),e)), fl is the number of features at layer

l , S l is the clustering assignment matrix, C is number of groups, μi , σi are the mean and standard deviation of group i .

γi , βi , λ are hyperparameters. TPSD is a total pairwise squared distance measure, Xdrop is the perturbed feature

matrix, p is a step size, Gv is an extracted subgraph for a node v . Φl is a learnable parameter, L̃ is symmetric

normalized Laplacian matrix. psi is a learnable function, X is the feature matrix. T is timestep.

other papers that studied the scalability of GNNs are [23, 45, 63, 78, 121, 126, 128, 229, 325]. Table 6
provides the complexity of GCN and some of the proposed approaches for lowering its complexity.

4.6.4 Capturing Long-Range Dependencies in Graphs. GNNs struggle to capture long-range de-
pendencies between nodes in the graph. The reason is that broadening the GNNs’ receptive field
by increasing their depth encounters the oversmoothing problem in node representations. To solve
this problem, in [292], a transformer module is combined with the standard GNN to capture the
long-range relationships. An Efficient infinite-depth graph neural net (EIGNN)[174] has im-
plicit infinite layers that can capture very long dependencies. The output of an EIGNN before the
softmax layer is a limit of an infinite sequence of convolutions:

f (X , F ,B) = B
(
lim
H→∞Z

(H )
)
, (46)

where Z (H ) = γд(F )Z (H−1)S +X is the output of the H -th layer. F ,B are learnable weight parame-
ters, S is the normalized adjacency matrix of the input graph, and γ ∈ (0, 1]. The д(F ) function is
defined as 1

|FT F |+ϵF F
T F , which is constrained to be less than one. As a result, the infinite sequence
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Table 6. Time and Memory Complexities of GCN and Some of the Proposed Scalable GNN Models

Method Solution Time complexity Memory
complexity

GCN [142] - O (LmF + LnF 2) O (LnF )
GraphSAGE [99] Neighbor sampling O (nsLnF + ns

L−1
n F 2) O (sLnbF )

SGC [290] Linear model O (nF 2) O (bF )
ClusterGCN [51] Graph sampling O (LmF + LnF 2) O (LbF )
FastGCN [43] Layer sampling O (LnslF + LnF

2) O (LslbF )
LADIES [382] Layer sampling O (LnslF + LnF

2) O (LslbF )
GraphSAINT [338] Graph sampling O (LbdF + LnF 2) O (LbF )
VR-GCN [44] Graph sampling O (LmF + LnF 2 + sLnnF

2) O (LnF )
GBP [45] Linear model O (LnF 2) O (bF )
RevGNN [152] Reversible connections O (LmF + LnF 2) O (nF )
VQ-GNN [63] Vector quantization O (LbdF + LnF 2 + LnkF ) O (LbF + LkF )
BNS [317] Neighbor sampling O (s̃L−1n .(snbF + (δ/(1−δ )+1).bF 2)) O (s̃L−1n snbF )
GLT [47] Graph sampling and

model pruning
O (LmдF + LmθnF

2) O (LnF )

L is the number of layers, F is the hidden dimension of the model, n is the number of nodes,m is the number of

neighbors per node, b is the batch size, d is the average degree of the graph, sn is the number of sampled nodes per

node,sl is the number of sampled nodes per layer, δ is the ratio of blocked nodes, s̃n = sn × (1 − δ ),mд is the number

of remaining edges,mθ is the number of remaining connections in the model, k is number of codewords.

of convolutions is convergent. A closed-form solution is derived for the EIGNN instead of using
iterative solvers. In [192], the depth-wise and breadth-wise propagations are considered to capture
long-range dependencies in graphs. The breadth-wise propagation is between the representation
of a node with its neighbors’ representations from the previous layer, which is a form of horizontal
skip-connections. This model leverages a residual message function to consider edge features and
alleviate the breadth-wise gradient diminishing in the model’s backpropagation.

4.6.5 Catastrophic Forgetting. Catastrophic forgetting means that the neural network model
may forget previously learned knowledge when trained on a new task. In [173], a topology-aware

weight preserving module (TWP) is proposed to alleviate this issue in GNNs. This module
measures the importance of the GNN’s parameters after learning each task. Then, it enforces
the model to remember the old parameters when learning a new task by penalizing changes to
the important parameters with respect to the old tasks. In [368], an experience replay-based

model (ER-GNN) selects some nodes from previous tasks and replays them when learning new
tasks. The replayed nodes are those whose features are the closest to the mean of features in each
class and have the maximum coverage and influence in model training.

4.6.6 Homophily Assumption. GNNs are based on the homophily [207] assumption, which
means that nodes that are connected are similar and have the same class labels. However, it is
not true in networks that nodes with opposite characteristics connect to each other. In [378], three
design principles from previous methods are combined to make the new model suitable for both
homophily and heterophily settings.

(1) Separating node embeddings and neighbor embeddings because mixing the node and neigh-
bor information results in similar embeddings among a neighborhood.

(2) Considering higher-order neighborhoods to capture more relevant information from more
neighbors.

(3) Combining the intermediate representations to increase the range of neighbors and infor-
mation considered in node representations.
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Table 7. A Summary of Major Solutions Proposed to Make GNNs Suitable for Both

Homophily and Heterophily

Author Algorithm Brief summary of the solution

Zhu et al. [378] H2GCN Combining three design principles: (1) separation of ego
and neighbor sampling, (2) higher-order neighbors, (3)
combining intermediate representations.

Chien et al. [52] GPR-GNN Propagating node hidden features using generalized
pagerank methods

Suresh et al. [259] WRGNN Generating a computation graph based on nodes’
structural equivalences

Yang et al. [312] DMP Setting an attribute propagation weight for each edge
Zhu et al. [376] CPGNN Adding a compatibility matrix
Jin et al. [134] U-GCN Extracting three types of node embeddings from 1-hop,

2-hop, and k-nearest neighbors
Liu et al. [177] NLGNN Employing an attention-guided sorting of neighbor nodes
Yang et al. [314] GPNN Leveraging a pointer network to rank neighbor nodes
Wang et al. [277] HOG-GCN Incorporating a learnable homophily degree matrix into a

GCN
Fang et al. [76] Polar-GNN Using dissimilarities between nodes in the aggregation by

introducing attitude polarization
Du et al. [68] GBK-GNN Utilizing two kernels to capture the homophily and

heterophily and selecting the appropriate one for each
node pair

Li et al. [161] GloGNN Finding global homophily for nodes showing heterophily
by learning a coefficient matrix

Similarly, it has been shown in [259] that the disassortativity of many real-world graphs can lead to
the low performance of GNNmodels on these graphs. Therefore, this article proposes to generate a
computation graph from the original graph and then run the GNN on the computation graph. The
computation graph is a multi-relational graph with different types of edges between two nodes
based on different levels of neighborhood similarities, such as node degrees and neighboring node
degrees. In [376], a class compatibility matrix is added into GNNs to improve the performance of
GNNs in graphs in which heterophily exist. This framework first estimates a prior belief of every
node’s class label based on the node features. Then, using a compatibility matrix H , the prior
beliefs of nodes are propagated in their neighborhood. Each element Hi j in the matrix H is the
empirical probability that nodes with class label i connect to nodes with class label j in the dataset.
The compatibility matrix that can be learned in this model enables it to go beyond the homophily
assumption. Table 7 summarizes some of the major papers that studied the homophily assumption
in GNNs.

4.6.7 Neglecting Substructures. It has been shown in [49] that the expressive power of message-
passing GNNs in detecting subgraphs of three or more nodes is limited. Therefore, a local relation
pooling (LPR) model is proposed based on egonets. An egonet centered at a node is a subgraph
consisting of nodes within a certain distance from the node in the graph. The LPR’s idea is that a
pattern in a graph can be found in the egonet of some node. Therefore, it generates a node repre-
sentation by aggregating transformed egonets centered at the node. A Graph Structural Kernel

Network (GSKN) [189] accounts for graph substructures such as cliques or motifs by leverag-
ing anonymous walk-based graph kernels (AWGK). Graph kernels are similarity measures
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Table 8. Formulas for the Major Solutions Proposed to Help GNNs Capture Substructures

Algorithm Formula

Geom-GCN [228] hl+1v = σ (Wl .aggregatei,r ((e
v,l+1
(i,r )
, (i, r )))), ev,l+1

(i,r )
= aggregate({hlu |u ∈

Ni (v ),τ (zv , zu ) = r })
GSN-v [24] hl+1v = σ (hlv ,m

l+1
v ),ml+1

v = aggregate({hlv ,hlu ,xVv ,xVu , eu,v })
MPSN [22] hl+1p = aggregate(hlp ,m

l
B
(p),ml

C
(p),ml

↓(p),m
l
↑(p))

GraphSTONE [188] hl+1v = aggregate({ RTv Ru∑
u RTv Ru

hlu ,u ∈ N (v )})
DeepLPR [49] H l+1

v = 1
|Sk−BFSnv ,t |

∑
π ∈Sk−BFSnv,t

α lπ � f l (π ∗ B[eдo]
v,t (H l ))

GSKN [189] hv =
∑

ϕ ∈Φl (G,v ) σ (ZTZ )−1/2σ (ZTR (ϕ))

SUBGNN [8] hl+1x,c = σ (W .[дlx,c ;h
l
x,c ]),д

l
x,c = aggregate({γ (c,Ax ).ax ,∀Ax })

i is a neighborhood, r is a relationship, τ (zv , zu ) is a function that defines a relationship from node v to node u in a

latent space, xVv are the combined structural features of node v , eu,v are the edge (u, v ) features, hp is the embedding

of a simplex p ,mB (p ),mC (p ),m↓ (p ),m↑ (p ) are the aggregation of messages from the boundary, co-boundary, lower

and upper adjacent simplices of the simplex p , Rv is a row in a node-topic matrix representing the probabilities of a

node v in a graph belonging to the graph’s structural topics, Sk−BFSnv,t is the set of permutation of subset of nodes in

egonet of node v of depth t compatible with k-truncated breadth first search, απ is a learnable normalization factor for

π , f can be an MLP layer, B
[eдo]
v,t is the tensor representation of the egonet of node v , ϕ is an anonymous walk, R (ϕ ) is

the concatenation of the attributes of ϕ , Z = [R (ϕi )]i , Φl is the set of anonymous walks of length l , hx,c is the

representation of a subgraph c , γ is a learnable similarity measure, Ax is a subgraph at channel x , ax is the

representation of Ax .

for pairwise graph comparison. This method defines an anonymous walk kernel and a random
walk kernel to capture structural information in the graph. These kernels are defined based on
the definition of l-walk kernels, which compute the similarity between two graphs by compar-
ing all length l walks between every node in two graphs. Then, the GSKN formulation is derived
using the kernel mapping of these two kernels. In message-passing simplicial networks (MP-

SNs) [22], the message passing is performed on simplicial complexes [214], which are a form of
subgraphs consisting of several simplices. For instance, 0-simplex is a node, 1-simplex is an edge,
and 2-simplex is a triangle. The representation of each simplex is computed by aggregating four
types of messages received from its adjacent simplices that are present in the graph, including
boundary, co-boundary, and lower and upper adjacencies. For example, an edge’s boundary sim-
plices are its vertices and the co-boundary simplices of a node are its connected edges. Finally, the
global embedding for a simplicial complex is computed using a readout function on the represen-
tation of its simplices. In [8, 24, 188, 228, 261], several other GNNs with the focus on the subgraphs
are presented. Table 8 demonstrates the formulas for some of these methods.

4.6.8 Over-squashing. One of the bottlenecks of GNNs is over-squashing when capturing long-
range dependencies. The over-squashing is different from the oversmoothing because the over-
smoothing occurs when the graph learning task only needs short-range dependencies and stack-
ingmore layers in GNNmakes the node embeddings indistinguishable. However, when long-range
dependencies are required and more layers are added to GNNs, the information from distant neigh-
bors is compressed in a fixed-length vector, resulting in over-squashing and low performance of
GNNs [7]. A simple solution for this problem is presented in [7], in which a fully adjacent layer is
added as the last layer to a GNN model. In this layer, every two nodes are connected, which helps
consider nodes beyond the nodes’ local neighbors in their representation. In [262], it is proved
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that negatively curved edges are the cause of over-squashing. A negative curvature occurs when
an edge becomes a bridge between two sides of the graph where removing the edge disconnects
them. Therefore, a curvature-based graph rewiring model is proposed to solve the over-squashing
issue. This rewiring approach works by adding extra edges to support the most negatively curved
edges and removing the most positively curved edges. Furthermore, the graph edit distance be-
tween the original graph and the modified one is bounded to ensure a local graph modification.

4.6.9 Design Space for GNNs. Designing effective architectures for GNNs in different tasks and
datasets requires manual labor and domain knowledge. Therefore, several methods were proposed
to automatically design suitable architecture for the given datasets and downstream tasks. The
Graph neural architecture search (GraphNAS) method [82] allows the automated architec-
ture design using reinforcement learning. In GraphNAS, a recurrent neural network (RNN)

generates a GNN architecture that will be trained and validated on the training and validation sets.
The validation result is the reward of the RNN. The RNN samples the design of each layer from
a search space of different operators such as neighbor sampling, message computation, message
aggregation, and readout operators. For example, a sample GNN layer is

[first-order, gat, sum, 4, 8, relu], (47)

where each element in the list corresponds to neighbor sampling, message computation, message
aggregation operators, number of heads, number of hidden layers, and the activation function.
In [328], a general design space, task space and evaluation method for GNNs are proposed to
identify the best GNN architecture for the given task quickly. The design space consists of intra-
layer design, inter-layer design, and learning configuration. The intra-layer design in each layer of
GNN consists of batch normalization, dropout, activation function, and aggregation function. The
inter-layer design between GNN layers has four dimensions: layer connectivity, pre-process layers,
message passing layers, and post-processing layers. The training configuration concerns the batch
size, learning rate, optimizer, and training epochs. Then, a task similarity metric is introduced that
can identify similar tasks. Finally, it develops a controlled random search evaluation to quickly
find the best GNN design for the given task among many model-task combinations. In [114, 286],
other methods related to the architecture design of GNNs are introduced.

4.7 GNN Libraries

For building GNN models, there exist several deep learning libraries that speed up the implemen-
tation of GNNs in practice. These libraries include PyTorch Geometric, DGL [276], Spektral, and
GraphNets, which are explained below.

— PyTorch Geometric (PyG)3: This is a well-established deep learning library on graphs
based on PyTorch, which has the implementation for many GNN layers, such as Graph-
SAGE [99], GAT [266], and GIN [303].

—DGL4: DGL is a well-known deep learning library on graphs that can be used with flexi-
ble backends, including PyTorch or TensorFlow. Several libraries have been built on top of
DGL for specific purposes, such as DGL-LifeSci [155] for bioinformatics, DGL-KE [363] for
knowledge graphs, and DistDGL [362] for distributed training of billion-scale graphs.

— Spektral5: This library is based on Tensorflow2 and Keras. Spektral has an easy-to-use de-
sign similar to the Keras library. However, it can be slower in training models than PyG and
DGL.

3pytorch-geometric.readthedocs.io/en/latest
4dgl.ai
5graphneural.network
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—GraphNets6: GraphNets is built on TensorFlow1 and Sonnet. However, using DGL or Spek-
tral with TensorFlow may be easier because they are more up-to-date than GraphNets.

5 DATASETS

Graph representation learning methods are commonly evaluated in terms of their performance on
a collection of datasets. In this section, we explain some of these benchmark datasets used in the
literature.

—Open Graph Benchmark (OGB)7: A collection of graph datasets prepared for benchmark-
ing the performance of different models on graphs. It consists of a diverse set of graph
datasets with different sizes and domains.

—Wikipedia8: A network of wiki pages and editors as nodes. There is an edge between two
nodes if an editor edits a page. The number of nodes and edges are around 9k and 157k,
respectively. Edge features are user edit text. The interactions occur over 1 month.

—Reddit9: A graph between users and subreddit pages as nodes over 1 month. An edge exists
between two nodes if a user posts under a page. There are around 11k nodes and 700 edges.
Textual features of user posts are used as edge features.

— Enron10: This is a network of email communication between employees of the Enron cor-
poration. Number of nodes and edges are 36k and 183k, respectively.

—Cora11: A citation network of scientific publications with 7 classes. The number of nodes
and edges are 3k and 5k, respectively.

—CiteSeer12: A network of scientific publication citations from the CiteSeer digital library
between around 3k nodes and 5k edges. There are 6 classes for nodes.

— PubMed13: This is a citation of publications from the PubMed database with 3 classes. This
dataset has 19k nodes and 44k edges.

— PPI14: This is a protein–protein interaction network consisting of around 56k nodes and
800k edges.

— SMS-A15: A network of communication between 44k users with 548k edges over 338 days.
There is an edge between two users if they exchange messages.

— StackOverflow16: An interaction network between users of the MathOverflow website. It
has 14k nodes and 195k edges over 2,350 days.

6 METHODS NOT FOCUSED ON IN THIS SURVEY

6.1 Heterogeneity-Aware Graph Embedding Methods

Heterogeneous graphs contain nodes and/or edges with multiple types. The methods we discussed
in this survey do not distinguish the types of nodes or edges when generating embeddings, even
when applied to heterogeneous graphs. There is a stream of work on the heterogeneity-aware

6deepmind.com/open-source/graph-nets
7ogb.stanford.edu
8snap.stanford.edu/jodie/wikipedia.csv
9snap.stanford.edu/jodie/reddit.csv
10snap.stanford.edu/data/email-Enron.html
11paperswithcode.com/dataset/cora
12paperswithcode.com/dataset/citeseer
13paperswithcode.com/dataset/pubmed
14paperswithcode.com/dataset/ppi
15networkrepository.com/SMS-A.php
16snap.stanford.edu/data/sx-mathoverflow.html
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graph embedding methods that we do not cover in this survey. Heterogeneity-aware graph embed-
ding methods preserve the types of nodes and/or edges in generating graph embeddings. These
methods are categorized into structure-preserved, attribute-assisted, application-oriented and dy-
namic heterogeneous graph embeddingmethods based on the type of information they use for gen-
erating the graph embeddings [278].Metapath2vec [65] is a representativework from the structure-
preserved category, which preserves the graph structures. This method generates meta-path-based
random walks to capture the heterogeneous structural and semantic relationships between nodes.
Then, it uses them to train a SkipGram model that considers the heterogeneity of nodes and edges
and generates the node embeddings. HetGNN [340] belongs to the attribute-assisted category and
considers the node’s attributes in the node embedding. This method captures neighbors of a node
by generating random walks and grouping the neighbors based on their type. Then, for each node,
it encodes the features using a BiLSTM and generates the node embedding by aggregating the
node’s neighbors’ encoded features based on the type and then all together using an attention
mechanism. Other examples of heterogeneity-aware graph embedding methods include methods
in [80, 113, 133, 196, 280, 315, 360, 379]. Two surveys on heterogeneity-aware graph embedding
are provided in [278, 309].

6.2 Bipartite Graph-Aware Embedding Methods

Bipartite graphs are a special case of heterogeneous graphs whose nodes have two types. In addi-
tion, the edges of these graphs can only consider the interaction between two nodes with different
types [85]. Bipartite graphs represent graphs in different applications, including recommendation
systems. In the recommendation system, the two types of nodes are users and items. For exam-
ple, SEPT [331] is a recommendation system that utilizes a user–item bipartite graph. It enhances
the user–item graph with users’ social relationships to improve the recommendation. Two types
of relations are exploited for users, which are used as augmented views. The first view consists
of triadic relationships between users. In the second view, there are edges between users that
buy the same item. This method learns the user and item embeddings for the recommendation
using three encoders that are jointly trained on the user–item graph and two views in a self-
supervised tri-training setting. Other examples of using bipartite graphs in recommendation sys-
tems include methods in [33, 41, 115, 116, 132, 162, 295, 350]. In this survey, we do not review
these types of methods. Further information about bipartite graph-aware embedding methods can
be found in a related survey in [85].

6.3 Hypergraph Embedding Methods

A hypergraph is a graph in which each edge can represent the relationship between more than
two nodes [367]. For instance, in an N-hop neighbor hypergraph, a hyperedge connects a user
with its N-hop neighbors. An example of hypergraph embedding methods is amulti-level graph

convolutional network(MGCN), [42], which generates hypergraph embeddings for matching
the same user’s accounts across different social networks. This method generates user embeddings
in each social network using a convolution on the graph and refines them with a convolution on
a hypergraph containing additional user information. The hypergraph convolution is obtained
by replacing the information of the hypergraph in the standard GCN. The user embeddings are
used to identify similar users by predicting whether there is a link between any two users across
social networks. A graph with only pairwise relationships is a special hypergraph in which each
edge connects two nodes. In this survey, we review methods developed for graphs with pairwise
relationships. Further works on hypergraph representation learning include methods in [11, 96,
131, 258, 330].
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7 OPEN ISSUES AND ONGOING RESEARCH

Graph representation learning has been a very active field of study. Although numerous techniques
were developed, there are still significant issues and challenges that need to be addressed. We will
discuss some of them here.
Proposing solutions for limitations ofGNNs.As discussed in Section 4.6, GNNs have several

limitations, such as expressive power, scalability and over-squashing. Different solutions have been
proposed for these issues. However, some of them, such as over-squashing, were newly discovered
and solutions to them are still preliminary, which have potential for further research. In addition,
the proposed solutions for the limitations of GNNs were all for static GNNs; not much work has
been done on solving the problems of dynamic and spatial-temporal GNNs. Furthermore, there
might be new issues in dynamic settings that are not discovered yet and areworth studying. Finally,
by applying GNNs to different real-world problems and datasets, new drawbacks of GNNs may be
discovered, which will be interesting to study and solve.
Studying the theory side of GNNs. GNNs have been very successful in different applications,

and researchers have tried to understand the theoretical aspects of GNNs’ success. However, the
theoretical analyses of GNN models in terms of optimization properties and generalization across
graph sizes are less understood. In [305], the first steps in understanding the global convergence of
gradient descent in GNNs are studied. In addition, in [320], it is shown that GNNs that are trained
on some graph distributions cannot generalize to larger unseen graphs. Therefore, future work is
needed to understand these topics fully.
Defining newGNNs by employing differential equations. Partial differential equations

(PDEs) are used to model physical phenomena [25]. Recently, PDEs have been used to model the
information propagation in graphs and design new GNNmodels [32, 72]. One of the advantages of
these new GNNs is that they address the over-smoothing limitations of GNNs. Therefore, it will be
interesting future work to investigate what other GNN models can be proposed using differential
equations and whether these models are more powerful than other GNNs.
Including domain-knowledge in GNNs. The domain knowledge is the information about

a specific problem that may not be available for a machine learning model. This knowledge can
be included in the models by changing the input, loss function, and model architecture [57]. For
instance, we can enrich the input data by considering additional relationships or constraints on
existing relationships among the entities in the data. A few works incorporate domain knowledge
into GNNs, such as [58, 59], but this area is still new and has the potential for further research.

Limited training data labels. Training neural networks with limited training data has always
been challenging, which is also true for training GNNs. Solutions such as self-supervised learning,
data augmentation, and contrastive learning have been proposed to solve the label scarcity problem
and are employed in GNNs. However, there are still opportunities for further studying these types
of learning in GNNs in both static and dynamic settings.
Transferring advances in deep learning models to GNNs. GNNs use deep learning tech-

niques. Any advances and newmodels that are proposed in deep learning can be adapted in GNNs.
Specifically, computer vision and natural language processing are very active areas and the new
models that are developed for images, videos, and texts can be studied in graphs as well. For in-
stance, ideas from video representation learning might be useful in dynamic graph learning be-
cause the concept of objects moving in a video’s frames is similar to nodes changing over time.
Interpretability. One of the differences between representing nodes with their features, such

as node degrees and centrality properties, and representing them using embedding vectors is that
the embedding vectors are less understandable by a human. Therefore, developing metrics for
explaining the values of node embedding vectors is necessary. There have been several works on
this topic [56, 87, 138]; however, there are still opportunities to explore.
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More applications. GNNs achieved great success in application in many domains, such as
social networks, financial networks, and protein structures. Some of the newer applications of
GNNs are in electrical power grid monitoring [239], drug overprescription prediction [342], and
paper publication prediction [95]. Therefore, it is interesting to investigate the effectiveness of
GNNs in other applications.

8 CONCLUSION

In this survey, we reviewed the node/graph embedding methods, which can be divided into tradi-
tional and GNN-based methods. In contrast to previous surveys on graph representation learning,
we provided the literature review in both traditional and GNN-based graph embedding methods
for both static and dynamic graphs and included the recent papers published up to the time of this
submission. Traditional static methods generate node embedding vectors for static graphs and
are categorized into factorization-based, random walk–based and non-GNN-based deep learning
models. Traditional dynamic methods capture the evolving patterns in the history of nodes and
are based on aggregations, random walks, non-GNN deep learning, and temporal point processes.
In addition to traditional methods, GNN-based methods have achieved huge success in generating
node representations. GNNs are deep learning models that generate a node representation by ag-
gregating the node’s neighbors embeddings and often use information from the particular graph
mining task of interest in learning the node representations. We reviewed the general framework
of GNNs and their categories, including static GNNs, spatial-temporal GNNs, and dynamic GNNs,
and their real-world applications. Furthermore, we summarized nine limitations of GNNs and the
proposed solutions to these limitations. These limitations are expressive power, over-smoothing,
scalability, over-squashing, capturing long-range dependencies, design space, neglecting substruc-
tures, homophily assumptions, and catastrophic forgetting. Previous surveys do not provide such
a summary. We also described some well-known GNN libraries, benchmark datasets, and some
heterogeneity-aware, bipartite graph-aware, and hypergraph embedding methods. Finally, we dis-
cussed some of the open issues in the node representation learning field that are interesting future
research directions. These future directions include proposing solutions for limitations of GNNs in
both static and dynamic settings, learning GNNswith limited training data labels in both static and
dynamic settings, transferring advances in deep learning to GNNs, and further studying GNN’s
theory side. As this field is growing fast, we hope that this up-to-date survey can provide valuable
additional information for researchers working in this area.
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